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Abstract 
A method of calculating matrix elements for weak interactions between strongly 
bound hadronic states in the context of staggered fermion lattice quantum chro-
modynamics is described and implemented. 
After reviewing the reduction of weak interactions to an effective four-point 
interaction, the construction from staggered fermion fields of the four-fermion 
operators mediating the weak decays, and of two fermion operators exciting 
initial and final meson states is outlined. A method of evaluating the correlators 
of meson states with the four-fermion operators is presented, that exploits the 
flavour structure of staggered ferniions to require a minimum of computation on 
each background gauge field. 
In order to relate the lattice correlators to continuum matrix elements, a pro-. 
gram of perturbative calculations is initiated with the calculation of the finite 
renormalization connecting staggered bilinear operators with their continuum 
counterparts. This is extended by a partial sum of a class of Feynman diagrams 
conducing the dominant effect of multiplicative suppression of point-split oper-
ators by fluctuation in the background gauge fields. The results are presented 
in an orthonormal basis of the lattice symmetry group, and Ward identities are 
used as checks on the results. 
The perturbative calculations are then extended to the four-fermion operators 
found in the effective weak Hamiltonian, with both the discrete flavour struc-
tures appropriate to the use of pseudo-Goldstone Bosons for mesons, and those 
resulting in a minimum of computation. 
Finally, the numerical work is described. This includes analysis of statistical 
errors, the validity of the flavour symmetry assumptions, and results for the 
isospin dependence of K - ir amplitudes. 
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The current success of elementary particle physics is based upon a class of quan-
tum field theories derived from a gauge invariance principle [YM54]. This states 
the invariance of observable quantities under local complex rotations in charge 
space. That is, they are based upon the symmetry groups SU(N) of unitary 
transformations of unit determinant in N complex dimensions. The long familiar 
theory of electromagnetism is readily quantized as a U(1) gauge theory whilst 
the groups SU(2) and SU(3) find application in quantum theories of the weak 
and strong interactions respectively. The culmination of this approach is the 
standard model of strong, weak and elect ro-magnetic interactions based upon 
the cross-product group SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). It is not thought to be the 
ultimate physical theory due to internal inconsistencies, a proliferation of free 
parameters, and the exclusion of gravity; but it has been remarkably successful 
at predicting and explaining the whole range of particle physics phenomenology 
up to currently accessible energy scales. 
Associated with the three groups of the standard model are the gluons G A  of 
SU(3)CQLQUR, the weak vector bosons W. of SU(2) and the weak hypercharge 
field B of the U(1) group. Each field vector lies in the Lie algebra of its group. 
Parallel transport of fermi fields through charge-space is accomplished by the 
path ordered exponential line integral 
g(z, y) = 'Pe'95  £' GS 	: 	 i' £' BMd 	 (1.1) 
Here gs, g and g' are the couplings of the fermi fields to the gauge fields;, the 
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charges in other words. At low energy scales the couplings g and g' are small so 
that the electra-weak interactions are tractable by perturbative expansion, whilst 
the coupling g5 is large, resulting in non-perturbative features of the strong force, 
and, in particular, the confinement of colour-charged fundamental particles into 
colour-neutral bound systems. Taking the limit of a central difference of fermi 
fields with parallel transport by the group elements g(x,y) defined above gives 
the covariant derivative 
DA = a.  + igsG + igW + ig'B. 	 (1.2) 
Associated with each gauge field is a field-strength tensor determined by the 
commutator of covariant derivatives, for example 
= 4-. [DD&# 1I g=gs=o 	 (1.3) igs 
and a Lagrangian C = - 1G G" which includes self-interaction amongst the 4 W 
non-abelian fields. 
The particle content of the standard model is described by fermionic fields 7k. 
These are multiplets of the three gauge groups, with Lagrangian term iy'Db 
describing both propagation and interaction with the gauge fields. The particles 
fall into three generations, each with the same field content and division in charge 
space; the first generation consists of the quark fields up and down (u, d) and 
the lepton fields, the electron and electron-neutrino. (e, vs ). Each field is a Dirac 
four-spinor, equivalent to a pair of two-spinors termed left and right-handed 
fields. The weak interaction breaks parity by coupling only to the left-handed 
spinors in the doublets (UL, dL) and (eL, ".L). Under the strong interaction the 
leptons are colour neutral, that is they lie in the unit representation of SU(3), 
whereas the quarks fall into the fundamental representation. Their three colour-
charged states are mixed by unitary transformation under transport through a 
background gluon field. 
1.1 The Higgs Mechanism 
The Lagrangian we have described up to this point is as follows. 
= 	- 	- 1B WB' + ieRPeR + i(L -LW ( 4L 4 4 	 \eL 
UL 
'+iURPUR + iflPdR + i(ILL)P 
() 
+ higher generations 	(1.4) 
dL  
Note that the right-handed neutrino has been omitted as it is completely un-
charged and hence unobservable, which is equivalent to saying that it does not 
exist. The theory is still incomplete because it includes no mass terms. As 
it stands, mass terms of the form m'L1,bR + h.c. would not be gauge invari-
ant because the left and right handed fields transform differently under SU(2). 
Mass terms can be included in a gauge invariant way by the Higgs mechanism 
[Hig64a,Hig64b,Hig66]. We introduce the Riggs field, a colour singlet, SU(2) 
doublet, 0 = (412). With this we can construct gauge invariant Yukawa inter- 
actions 
	eL \ 
such as eR(1I2) I together with the Riggs field Lagrangian 
\ i/ / 
= D'çbDqf - V(q5) 	 (1.5) 
By appropriate choice of the potential V(4) we can ensure a vacuum expectation 
value for 4 of (0,) with v real and positive. Expanding £HIGGS under the 
reparameterization 0 = (41, + i9) we can eliminate 01 and 9 by a gauge 
transformation to leave one Riggs particle x  as a dynamical field together with 
mass terms in the electroweak sector and Higgs interactions. Expanding the 
fieldW, over the three generators I' of SU(2), WO = W,I' we find that the 
combinations W = *(W iW) gain mass Mw = whilst Z 
gains mass- M = /g2  + g12 and A, = 'w+B remains massless. We interpret 
/g2 +gI2 
the massless field AIA  as the photon, mediator of the long-range electromagnetic 
force, and the massive fields and Z as the mediators of the short range 
weak interaction. The Riggs particle also gains a mass, depending on the initial 
potential V(). Although there are no direct experimental observations of the 
Higgs boson, the resultant electroweak theory is consistent with experiment if 
the Riggs boson mass exceeds lower bounds, for example 4Gev from vacuum 
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stability [W676], and lies below upper bounds such as 	1.02TeV from the 
unitarity of scattering amplitudes [LQT77]. 
Yukawa interactions can be introduced to yield general mass terms m J qjR + h.c. 
for the quark fields qi . q is the up or down quark and q, q3 is its counterpart 
in generations two and three. In order for a particle to retain its identity under 
propagation it must be an eigenvector of the mass matrix. As this is a generally 
accepted particle property, we define the observed fields to be the eigenstates 
of the mass matrix. In other words, we perform a unitary transformation on 
the original fields to diagonalize the mass matrix, and redefine the results as up, 
down, etc. The eigenvalues are then free parameters to be fixed by observations 
of the masses. Most other terms in the Lagrangian are invariant under such a 
transformation. The exceptions are the interactions of quarks with the charged 
weak force carriers W. These pick up a unitary transformation V, called ) the 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. This introduces the possibility of higher 
generations decaying into lower with the SU(2) doublet (UL, dL cos 9 + 3 L sin 9) 
mixing the up quark with both the down quark and its generation two counter-
part, the strange quark, to an extent determined by the mixing angle 9. 
A good ovezview of the construction of the standard model by spontaneous 
symmetry breaking and mass matrix diagonalization can be found in the lecture 
notes of E. de Rafael [dR83] and references therein. 
1.2 The Weak Sector 
Weak interactions are mediated by massive vector bosons with a small coupling 
constant. Because of this we can integrate out the vector bosons to leave an 
effective point interaction, and calculate that effective interaction perturbatively 
in the coupling constant. Starting with the partition function 
Z = f d[fieldile'f 'd 
4 
2 	 (1.6) 
we can introduce generating currents for the weak vector bosons, £ 	£ + 
i f J(z)W(z)d 4x and extract the interactions of W. as a differential factor 
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eiSi[_$6/5] to leave a Gausian integral which can be evaluated. The result is 
Z = 	e I f 4(x)D"(z,y)61jJ'(y)d4zd4y I 	 (1.7) j=o 
neglecting a constant factor of which the Greens functions are independent. For 
large MW the propagator becomes singular. 
) = f
dp 	e ( 'rj'"' 	—S(x — 
(1.8) 
(27r)4 (p2 +ie—M y ) 	 Mw2  
With this approximation, the first order expansion of the partition function is 
Z=l+ 
l'1 	
+further terms 	 (1.9) 4M2J 
The weak interactions of generation one quarks are governed by the action 
I Uj\ 
Si = —g f 	 + W;1) d1 ) 
	
(1.10) 
With the replacement W, —+ —iS/SJ, this gives the partition function 
Z = 1— i82 	75)u) + further terms. 	(1.11) 
With the identification Z - 	we have the effective Hamiltonian of the 
Fermi theory. 
GF . fleff = 
2 '-'F_ g 
v/2 8Mw  
j714 (1....75 )u (1.12) 
Rotating to mass-eigenst ate fields has the effect d — d cos 9+3 sin 9 on the weak 
doublets resulting in an effective Hamiltonian for AS = 1 transitions, 
= 	CF 7.(S 
1(z) = — cos9sin9(7,(1 —7 5 )u)(u7(1 —75)3) 	(1.13) eff 
which gives rise to decays such as K — irir from strange to non-strange systems. 
1.3 Quantum Chromo dynamics 
As with the weak interactions, we may extract the strong interactions from 
the partition function as a differential factor by adding a source current term 
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i f Jbd"x for each field ,0. The remaining quadratic terms form a Gaussian inte-
gral which can be integrated as in equation (1.7) to reveal the field propagators. 
The Greens functions specifying transition amplitudes in scattering processes 
are generated from the partition function by the relation 
<OITb1 (1.14) 
We can expand these expressions in the coupling constants and evaluate them 
order by order. A problem immediately arises, that the coefficients are in general 
divergent integrals of field momenta. We can isolate the divergent terms by 
introducing a regulator, either a momentum cutoff or an analytic extension of 
phase space to arbitrary dimension 4 - . The divergences are removed by the 
process of renormalization. All of the original or bare fields, masses, and coupling 
constants are replaced by renormalized quantities. 
g = Z99R 
b=ZbR 
m = Zm mR 
	
(1.15) 
The choice of how to cancel the divergence makes the renormalization process 
non-unique with different choices connected by finite renormai.izations forming 
the renormalization group (RG). In general the renormalized quantities are de-
fined at an energy scaJe /4 which should be characteristic of the problem in order 
to keep these coefficients small and to extend the validity of the perturbation 
series. For example, the coupling gja) of a four-point interaction 04  might be 





(p1 + p2) 2 = (p1 + p) 2  = (p1 +P4 )2  = - 
	
\P2 	P3 
iT(pi , p2 ,p3 ,p4) = 	 + higher order corrections 
Pi 	P4 
However, the scale ji is not physical and observable quantities 0 will be indepen- 
dent of the choice of scale. This is known as renormalization group invariance 
12 




Of particular interest is the dependence of the renormalized strong coupling on 
the scale. If the scale u is characteristic of the problem, the coefficients of a 
perturbation expansion should be 0(1) so that the magnitude of gj will deter-
mine the validity and accuracy of the perturbation expansion. This information 
is contained in the beta function. 
dgR = J3(9R) = —/3og - 	+ O(gj) 	 (1.18) 
A one-loop calculation shows that for 16 flavours or less of fermions, flo is positive 
so that 3(9R)  is negative in the region g'R close to zero. This means that as 
ju - oo then g -+ 0; the point gR = 0 is an ultra-violet stable fixed point. This 
result explains both the success of perturbative QCD in explaining the features 
of deep inelastic scattering where the characteristic energy scale is high, and the 
non-perturbative nature of QCD at low energy. In particular it is consistent 
with the observed confinement of quarks at low energy. 
In QCD with massless quarks the renormalization scale a is the only dimension-
ful scale so that whilst observables such as particle masses are independent of 
j, they must also have the form 
M=pf(gR()) 	 (1.19) 
The RG invariance of M is then expressed as 
= M + f3(gR)---M =0 	 (1.20) 
djL 	 09R 
The solution of this equation has the form M = CA QCD where C is a dimension-
less constant and AQCD  is an overall mass scale independent of the renormal-
ization point and contains the gR  dependence of all observables. For a general 
observable 0 of dimension dimO, 
0 = constant x (A QCD )lim 
	
(1.21) 
so that the 	 odimO2dim0l are constants predicted by the theory indepen- 
dently of the value of the coupling gR.  This property of observables is known as 
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asymptotic scaling. It is asymptotic in the removal of the.regulator. Substitut-
ing from equation (1.18) we can solve for the functional dependence of AQCD  on 
the couplant gj and find to two orders 
AQCD cc
i(1 
 + O(g)) 	(1.22) 
The exchange of a dimensionless coupling gR  for a dimensionlul scale AQCD is 
termed dimensional transmutation. The scales A under different renormaljza-
tion schemes can be related by one loop calculations, and in particular AQCD 
defined in a continuum re normalization scheme can be related to ALATT  defined 
on a lattice which in turn can be fixed against experiment by a non-perturbative 
lattice calculation. The result, for renormalization at a momentum point is 
AQCD = 200MeV [KNS81] As this is greater than the quark masses, the qual-
itative picture of asymptotic scaling should not change on the introduction of 
alternative mass scales to QCD. Indeed the observed mass degeneracy of bound 
states of differing quarks is of the order Lm q /AQCD rather than I.mq /m q . 
1.4 Lattice QCD 
In order to tackle the non-perturbative features of QCD at low energies, we can 
formulate the theory on a lattice. We first Wick rotate the time direction to 
take us from Minkowski to Euclidean space, and then replace the Lagrangian 
by a function of the field values on the sites of a lattice of finite volume and 
non-zero lattice spacing a. In the partition function the measure reduces to a 
multiple integral over the field values on the lattice sites, and a factor of i is 
absorbed into the Wick rotated action integral to leave a form equivalent to a 
statistical mechanics problem in which the action plays the role of an energy in 
a Boltzmann distribution. 
Z = / d[&]e5[] 
	
(1.23) 
Taking the central difference approximation to the quark field derivative to pre-
serve the antihermitian property, Ot = —O,, we see that a transcription of the 
covariant derivative requires a means of parallel transport of the quark fields 
between lattice sites. Rather than place the gauge potential on the lattice sites 
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and attempt to find a transcription of the path ordered exponential line inte-
gral, equation (1.1), we will treat the group elements U(x) that transport quark 
fields from site x to the neighbouring site x + fAa as the dynamical variables and 
look for a lattice transcription of the gluon kinetic term —G,,G'A' in terms of 
them. 
The gauge kinetic term depends upon the field strength tensor which is the 
generalized curl of the gauge potential. We wish to construct this from line 
integrals over the potential. To connect the two we can use Stokes' theorem, 
that the surface integral of a curl is the line integral of the potential around the 
surface boundary. 
fs Gdu'" = ia S Gd 	 (1.24) 
This suggests that we can recover the field strength tensor from parallel transport 
around a small closed loop, and that we should be looking at the plaquettes, the 
products of gauge links around an elementary square on the lattice. 
Uo = U, 1 (x)U(z + fia)U,(z + i'a)U(x) 
	
(1.25) 
The plaquette 0 is defined by the location z of a corner and two distinct direc-
tions ji and ii. Now, using Stokes' theorem, we find to order a that 
sgf0 Gd(.' = ed'o GMVdO' 	 (1.26) 
The field strength tensor, like the gauge potential, lies in the Lie Algebra of the 
group, and so is traceless. Thus, the first term in the expansion of trUO is its 
square, and we find that the function 
SG= . >{trUo + h.c.} 
	
(1.27) 
reduces in the classical continuum limit to the continuum action when , 8 = 6/g 2 
determines the bare coupling strength. 
Returning to the fermion action, the naive transcription onto the lattice using 
a central difference with parallel transport is 
SN = 
ZJA 





where /.'(z) are Dirac four spinors and y,, generate the Clifford algebra r4 ap-
propriate to four Euclidean dimensions. If we look at the propagator associated 
with /' , in momentum space we find 
	
>= (sin ap, + m 	S(p — q) 	(1.29) 
which, at m=0, has sixteen poles in the Brillouin Zone, where each component 
PA is either 0 or ir/a. This is the notorious problem of fermion doubling, where 
a single lattice species of fermion describes 2d mass-degenerate fermions in the 
limit of a d dimensional continuum. The staggered fermion approach to this 
problem, which is used throughout this thesis, is to diagonalize the naive action 
SN on spinor indices via the unitary transformation 
•1, (n) 





n4 x(n) 	 (1.30) 
and throw away three of the decoupled one component Grassman fields x, to 
leave the staggered fermion action 
SF = 	(n)i(n)[U(n)(n + aJ) - U(n - a12)x(n - ai)] + m >2 (n)x(n) 
,(n) = (-1)'' 	 (1.31) 
After fermion doubling, SF describes 16 one component Grassman fields. Linear 
combinations of these are interpreted as four species of Dirac four-spinors in the 
continuum. 
Expanding the actions SG  and  SF in the lattice spacing a, we find that we 
recover the continuum forms in the limit a - 0, but at higher orders in a we 
have n-gluon self interaction and emission vertices arising from the expansion 
of the link variables U,(x) as a power series in the gluon field A(z) via the 
relation 
U,(x) = eiagAM(z+i) 	 (1.32) 
Now that it is no longer necessary to distinguish between the intermediate vec-
tor bosons of different groups, we use the notation A, indicating a general 
Yang-Mills theory, for the gluon field on the lattice, and place the field values 
centrally on the links for a symmetric Fourier transcription. In the classical 
continuum limit the n-gluon vertices have no effect, but the quantum contin-
uum limit is characterized by divergent loop integrals. When included in such a 
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divergence, the n-gluon vertices affect the finite renormalization between lattice 
and continuum regularization schemes, highlighting qualitative effects of the use 
of links rather than gluon fields as the dynamical variables, as will be seen in 
the following chapters. 
1.5 Simulation 
The primary interest of the lattice regulator in QCD is that, with the number 
of degrees of freedom now finite, direct numerical simulation is possible. This 
approach to QCD is intrinsically non-perturbative in the coupling g and as such, 
a promising means of studying low energy phenomenology. The first problem 
with numerical simulation is the presence of Grassman fields which cannot be 
represented numerically because of their anticommutation properties. However, 
they appear only quadratically in the action, resulting in a Gaussian integral in 
the partition function which can be performed analytically to leave 
Z = / d[U]det ( + m)e 5° 	 (1.33) 
The functional dependence of operators on the fermion fields factorizes by Wick's 
theorem to a combination of quark propagators (- + m)' [U] to leave operators 
as functions of the gauge field only, 0[U]. Expectation values are then found as 
the integral over the gauge field 
<0[U] >= / d[U]0[U]dei(.p + m)e_S0 	 (1.34) 
The numerical simulation of LQCD proceeds in three steps 
Generate an ensemble of N gauge field configurations U,(z) on the lattice 
with a probability distribution *dei(JJ) + m)e 5° 
Evaluate the operator of interest as a function 0[U] of the gauge field 
configuration on each configuration in the ensemble. 
Average over the ensemble to yield the vacuum expectation value 
<0 >= 	0[U] + O() 	 (1.35) 
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These vacuum expectation amplitudes can be related to operator matrix 
elements by the Wick rotation of the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann 
(LSZ) formula into Euclidean four-space 
There is a computational problem with the generation of a gauge field ensemble 
according to the distribution det((!) + m)e_SG. The determinant is non-local in 
the gauge field, and its direct calculation requires an unacceptably large amount 
of computer time. One approach is to replace it by its constant ensemble average 
which can be absorbed into the normalization of the partition functioh; equiva-
lently to set it to 1. This is called the quenched approximation. It becomes valid 
in the large N limit of an SU(N) theory. In terms of a perturbative expansion 
it corresponds to neglecting all Feynman graphs with internal closed quark lines. 
This is reasonable at high quark mass where qq creation is suppressed, and is 
supported by the empirical Zweig rule by which processes involving disconnected 
quark lines are observed to be suppressed. The inclusion of dynamical fermions, 
that is the inclusion of det( + m) in the ensemble distribution, is expected to 
have a marked effect on the quark-antiquark potential; the potential is reduced 
by quark screening. However, the potential also depends on the coupling, set in 
the simulation by the parameter /3. The change in the potential can be effected 
in the quenched approximation by shifting 8 and we might expect a qualitative 
agreement across a range of phenomenology between quenched and dynamical 
simulations at appropriately adjusted values of 3. 
The work in this thesis concentrates on steps 2 and 3 of the simulation de-
scribed above, and so is applicable to either the Quenched or dynamical case, 
but the numerical results were obtained from a gauge field ensemble following 
the quenched distribution. 
The final step, connecting the lattice vacuum expectation values to the con-
tinuum matrix elements, involves fitting the lattice correlators - vacuum ex-
pectation values summed over spatial sites to leave correlations between zero 
momentum states as a function of time - to ansatz derived by the LSZ reduction 
formalism. Suppose the operator Ai(z) annihilates on a set of states IA(p, J)> 
in Minkowski space corresponding to a particle of mass MA,  quantum numbers 
I,:] 
I, then 
< OAi(,t)IA(p,J) >=VZASij e-/Y59, 	(1.36) 
where ZA is the field normalization. Using this relation, and inserting a complete 
set of states, we can show that 
f dx <OA 1 ( . , t)A j(0)O >= ZS1jei 	 (1.37) 
On the lattice, this relates the mass MA  and field normalization ZA of a particle 
of quantum numbers I exited by the operatr A 1 to the correlator 
CA(t) = 	< OIAj(.,t)Ai(0)IO 	Zte" -'t 	(1.38) 
For operator matrix elements between particle states the LSZ reduction formula 
in Euclidean space, leaving the time variable untransformed, yields the correlator 
ansatz 
CAOB(t,t') = 	< OIA(.,t)OB(.',t')IO > 	 (1.39) 
XMI 
- V'ZAZB 
<A(p = O)IOIB( = 0) > e_mAt_mBt' 
- 2..,/mAmB 
1.6 Perturbation 
Continuum formulations of QCD are renormalized order by order in perturbation 
theory. To connect lattice results with continuum formulations we can expand 
the lattice theory perturbatively, and find the finite renormalization connecting 
lattice and continuum formulations in the limit a - 0 and the perturbative 
scaling behaviour as we tune g - 0 to attain that limit. 
The weak coupling expansion of the lattice theory is exactly analogous to the 
continuum case. The free field partition function is a finite dimensional Gaussian 
integral which can be solved. The interaction terms can be factorized in a 
differential form by including generating currents for each field. This gives rise 
to the propagators and vertices of the Lattice QCD Feynman rules. 
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Calculating the two loop corrections to the three gluon function we find the same 
first two terms in the /3 function on the lattice 
dg 
az— = ,8(g) = /3og3 + 13i? + 0(g7 ) (1.40) 
In this case the property of asymptotic freedom indicates that tuning g - 0 
forces the continuum limit a - 0. 
In massless QCD, analogously to the continuum, the mass M of a bound state 
must depend on the coupling and lattice spacing by the form I. f (g) and yet be 
independent of the lattice spacing as a -* ü. That is aM = 0. From this we da 
find the asymptotic scaling behaviour 
M - constant x (ALATT) as g -+ 0 
	
(1.41) 
The scaling is asymptotic as it sets in in the limit of removing the regulator. In 
lattice simulations the onset of the continuum limit is indicated by asymptotic 
scaling, for example mass ratios become independent of the lattice coupling. 
Integrating the lattice 8 function to two orders we find the perturbative form 
ALATT =
1 ( '30g2)PI /20oe _2  _~ (1  + 0(g2 )) 
a 
(1.42) 
The observation of this functional dependence of masses on the coupling we term 
perturbative scaling. From a one loop calculation relating the bare lattice cou-
pling g to the renormalized continuum coupling gR  we find the relation between 
ALATT and a continuum AQCD  parameter defined by a momentum subtraction 
scheme, 
AQCD = 105.7 ALATT  for QCD with 3 flavours 	(1.43) 
This is outlined in the reference [KNS81] From a lattice simulation we can find 
a dimensionful- quantity, for example the string tension, in units of the lattice 
spacing a, and hence, by equation (1.42) in units of the lattice A parameter. 
Comparing this to experiment, we can fix ALATT  and find, as shown in [Cre83], 
that ALATT - 2MeV so the AQCD ".' 0.2GeV. The remaining discrepancy, by a 
factor of 2 or so, with AQCD  set by perturbative predictions of deep inelastic 




This thesis is concerned with the formulation on the lattice of matrix elements 
corresponding to the decay by weak interaction of--strongly bound composite 
systems. In chapter 2 we outline a formulation involving minimal use of compu-
tational resource by using a technique of discrete flavour structure projection. 
In chapter 3 we develop the perturbative renormalizations connecting lattice 
and continuum formulations by renormalizing bilinear fermionic operators. The 
results are presented concisely in an orthonormal basis of the lattice symmetry 
group. We further show in this chapter that the dominant multiplicative effect 
observed in the renormalization can be accounted for by a partial sum of pertur-
bative diagrams to leave small residual corrections. In chapter 4 we tackle the 
renormalization of the four-fermi operators found in the effective weak Hamil-
tonian for AS = —1 decays. All such operators are one dimensional irreducible 
representations of the lattice symmetry group, and a basis of such is developed 
for the concise presentation of results. Finally, in chapter 5 we outline the nu-
merical simulation, the systematics, signal strength, and results. 
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Chapter 2 
Formulating Weak Matrix Elements on the 
Lattice. 
2.1 The Effective Weak Hamiltonian. 
We saw in the last chapter, section [1.2], that at energy scales much less than 
the mass M, the intermediate vector bosons W. can be integrated out of the 
theory to leave an effective point-like interaction. Formally this is done by the 
operator product expansion (OPE) whereby a product of operators at nearby 
points can be expanded asymptotically as a series of operators at a single point. 
	
Tj(x)j(0) '- 	Co(x)1 0 (0 )1 	 (2.1) 
0 
For a text on the method, see for example Collins [Co185]. This is applica-
ble to the weak interaction as the dominant contribution from the propagator 
D'(z, y) is at small separation z - y The lowest order of the expansion 
can be found by the approximation p2 —M y +ie = —Ma, in the weak propagator. 
Looking at this lowest order expansion of the (u, d) sector of weak interactions, 






cos8sin8[d7(1 —7 5 )u][u-y(1 —ys )3] 	(2.2) 
From a similar expansion of the weak interaction on the second generation miii- 
tiplet (c, s) with the orthogonal rotation 3 - —d 5fl 9+3 cos 0, we get a further 
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Figure 2.1: Charmed quark loop 
Figure 2.2: Gluon exchange 
contribution to the effective AS = —1 Hamiltonian 
CF 1 --cos8sin9[J7(1 —75 )c][-y,(1 -75)3] 	(2.3) 
This operator is of relevance to low energy AS = —1 decays such as K - irir 
via diagrams of the form in which the charmed quark and antiquark contract to 
leave a J3 operator, figure 2.1. Since the coefficients of the operators in equations 
(1.13) and (2.3) are of equal magnitude and opposite sign, contributions from 
diagrams of the above form cancel by the so called GIM mechanism. 
So far we have neglected the effect of the strong interaction on these weak 
decays. An immediate effect is the introduction of new operators of the form 
- 75)t°u][ü7M(1 - 75 )t°s] where t° are the eight generators of SU(3), the 
Gell-Mann matrices, and summation over repeated indices is assumed. These 
operators arise from radiative corrections of the form involving the exchange of 
a gluon between quark lines, figure 2.2. Using the colour algebra identity 
= _1J8ki + SilSkj (2.4) 
we can Fierz transform to express the colour octet operator as a combination of 
the original form, equation (1.13) and the new form  
The operator combinations which are multiplicatively renormajized, that is the 
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eigenvectors of the anomalous dimension matrix, are 
75 )uJ} - {u 	c} 
(2.5) 
In terms of these, the effective Hamiltonian is 
fl 
=
=—cos9sin9[C+0+ +C_0_] 	 (2.6) 
In the absence of strong interactions C+ = C_ = 1 and the [J7(l - 75)3][ü7M(1 - 75 )u] 
terms cancel to leave the forms of equations (2.2) and (2.3). In the presence of 
radiative corrections C± and the renormalized operators 0± become functions 
of the coupling constant and the subtraction point, C(g(p), Mw/p), but the 
effective Hamiltonian remains independent of p. The one loop renormalizations 
of the operators 0± yield 
	
= [i - (
4ir)27 in + constantj 0± 	 (2.7) 
with 7+ = 4, ... = –8 the one loop anomalous dimensions, and Q the regulator. 
From the p independence of n7-' we find the RG dependence of C± to be ef 
10 	O 	g 	1 
[P;; +f3(g)– (4ir)27±j C±(g(p),Mw/p) = 0 	(2.8)199 




C±(g(p),Mw/p) = (( 	
) 	
+ 0(g2 ) 	 (2.9) 
with the scale set by C± = 1 at the point p = Mw where the OPE was performed. 
For low energy processes such as K -* irir it is appropriate to integrate out the 
heavy quarks charm, bottom, and top in addition to the Weak vector bosons. 
This leaves 	as an expansion over six four-quark operators involving the eff 
up, down, and strange quarks only. The six operators are distinguished by their 
{ SU(3)i'i avour , 	 content, as follows 
1 	 - 	 - 
{8, } 0 = (d7MLS)(ii7MLu) - (d7Lu)(7Ls) 
{8d, 1 02 = (J7L3)(ü-yLu) + (J7Lu)(ii7 L s) + 2(J7Ls){(J7d) + (7pL3 )] 
127, 	03 = (J7s)(u7,u) + (J7Lu)(a7Ls) + (J7Ls)[2(d7Ld) - 
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Figure 2.3: Penguin diagram 
{27, 
3  1 0 - (J7 )(ij) + (J7Lu)(ü7Ls) - (J7ML3)(J7MLd) 
{8,.} 05 = (Jl'Li1 s) E (,'jt'q) 
qu,d,a 
{8,} 08 = (J7MLs) 	(47jq). 	 (2.10) 
qu,d,a 
The notation here is that 7L. = 7,(1 —75)  picks out the left handed spinor, and 
7R = 27(1+7) the right handed spinor component. The effective Hamiltonian 
is now given by 
= 4 	cos 9 sin 9 	C(g2 ,)0(g2 ,j) 	(2.11) eff 
The coefficients C2 and operators Oi now depend on the scale j via its ratios 
m/ti with the masses Mw, m, m&, Tnt of all the particles that have been inte-
grated from the theory. The operator 01 is the uncharmed part àf 0., and 
the operators 02 03 04 are components of the uncharmed part of 0+ that 
now renornialize differently, but only by non-leading terms. Thus, the leading 




for i = 1. .... . 4 	 (2.12) 
where 7i = 7-, 72 = 73 = -t4= + and the coefficients c1 = - c2 = c3 = is 
C4 = reproduce the uncharmed part of [C+0+ + C_0_]. The new operators 
05 and 06 are the so called penguin operators, arising from the integration of 
the heavy quark loops from penguin diagrams, shown in figure 2.3. 
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2.2 The Al = 1 Rule 
The AI =rule is a striking qualitative feature of physics at the interface of 
strong and weak interactions, at energy scales appropriate to the use of the effec-
tive Hamiltonian developed above. The I refers to isospin, a quantum number 
of hadronic systems corresponding to the approximate symmetry of the strong 
interaction Lagrangian under rotations between quark fields (u, d). Experimen-
tally we see an enhancement amongst AI = I non-leptonic transitions relative 
to the semi-leptonic and i.J = alternatives. 
To review some experimental results, we first note that the zJ = 0 leptoriic 
decays of neutral vector mesons to e+e  show a universal coupling to the neutral 
weak and electromagnetic fields. 
	
p,w,çb,J/iJ',T -* el e 	 (2.13) 
The non-leptonic decays can be illustrated by the K - irir decays. The Kaons 
have isospin ±. and decay via operators of isospin } o r , equation(2.10) to 7r-7r 
combinations of total isospin zero or two. The decay process depends only on 
total isospin, so the amplitudes will be linear combinations of A 0 and A 2 , the 
amplitudes to isospin 0 and 2 final states, incurring isospin transitions AI = 
and 1 respectively. The parameterization is 
M(K+ 	 $62 
M(K ° ir+ ir 	 + 	A2e2 	 (2.14) 
M(K° _ 
	 4!1  Aoe i60 — 4t/i•A2ei62 
with So and 62 the phases associated with the transition amplitudes A 0 and A 2 . 
From experimental measurement of these amplitudes we find 
A o 
= 22.2(1) 	 (2.15) 
so that the branching ratio is 
1 2 	 (2.16) T(K - 	 (22.2)2 
t.i 
There is a clear enhancement of the EJ = I transitions presumably due to a 
dynamical interplay between the strong interactions and weak decay mechanisms 
in these hadronic systems. 
To complete the picture, we can compare the AI = 1 and 1 non-leptonic am-
plitudes individually with their semi-leptonic counterparts. We find that the 
=1 non-leptonic decay K° - ir+ ir- is enhanced relative to its semi-leptonic 
counterpart K+ - 
r(K+ 	
(2.17) 
r(K° - +-) 	( 12.2)2 
whilst the AI = non-leptonic decay K+ + .+irO is of similar order to its 
semi-leptonic counterpart K+ 	e+viro. 
r(K+ —b 	 1 	
(2.18) 
r(K+ +r° ) 	(21) 2 
The LJ = rule is clearly only effective in non-leptoriic decays. Similar results 
can be seen in more complex mesonic, and in baryonic decays. 
By evaluating the diagrams corresponding to the three decays, equation(2.14) 
at first order order in the weak interaction and zeroth order in the strong in-
teraction, that is assuming the strong interaction is responsible only for binding 
the asymptotic states and constraining the possible colour combinations, we find 
that 
(2.19) A 2 
In other works there is no mechanism within the weak sector for enhancing the 
= amplitudes. We must look to the radiative corrections of QCD. 
Within the framework of the short distance expansion described in the last sec-
tion, the gluonic radiative corrections give rise to the RG flow of the coefficients 
C1 . Hypothesising that the Al = 1 enhancement arises from these coefficients, 
we assume that the matrix elements of the operators 0; are of the same order at 
the renormalization scale j ' 1GeV which is typical of the masses of the Kaons 
involved in the decays, but not below the confinement scale where the perturba-
tive RG analysis breaks down. Evaluating the matrix elements (1r7rjfl7_h IK) 





the exact value depending on the number of quarks integrated out of the theory,  
and the exact choice of renormalization point j. Clearly, this enhancement 
is insufficient, and we expect a further distinct enhancement from the matrix 
elements themselves, but these matrix elements form the non-perturbative part 
of the operator product expansion, not amenable to analytical calculation. Hence 
the value of lattice calculations in this area. The requirement is to calculate the 
matrix elements of the six operators, equation(2.10), on the lattice between 
initial and final states of the decays K - irir and look for an enhancement of 
one of the isospin 1 operator matrix elements relative to that of the isospin 
operator 04. 
2.3 Chiral Perturbation Theory 
The direct calculation of the matrix element (ir1rIfl,7_1 IK), advocated in the 
last section, is computationally intractable as it would require propagators be-
tween all pairs of sites on the lattice. The technique of chiral perturbation 
theory can be used to simplify the problem by relating this amplitude to the 
two off-shell amplitudes (iri,7' 1K) and (o Iflj7 1  1K). [Wei79} 
Chiral perturbation theory derives from the original QCD Lagrangian, expressed 
in terms of quark and gluon fields, an effective low energy Lagrangian expressed 
in terms of meson fields. At low energies the fundamental quark and gluon 
fields are confined into colour singlet bound states, mesons in particular, and 
we wish to work directly with the fields that excite these observed physical 
states. In theory it should be possible to integrate the quark and gluon fields 
from the partition function, and formally derive the form of the effective low 
energy Lagrangian as a function of observed fields, but this is a non-perturbative 
problem still to be solved. In place of this, we can make use of the SU(3)L x 
SU(3)R symmetry of the three flavour theory in the absence of quark mass terms 
under independent unitary transformations of the left and right handed fields. 
Introducing meson fields with the appropriate SU(3)L x SU(3)R transformation 
properties, we construct the most general form of the Lagrangian invariant under 
this group, and take only the terms at lowest order in the derivatives. This 
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approximation is valid in the "soft pion limit" of low momentum processes. To 
introduce the symmetry breaking mass terms in a consistent way, we introduce 
the mass matrix 
M, 0 0 
M— 	0 md 0 	 (2.21) 
0 0 M. 
and assume that it transforms as the (3,3*) representation. In actual fact the 
only constant matrix with this property is the zero matrix, although the unit 
matrix retains the invariance under the diagonal subgroup SU(3)v. Thus, we 
are assuming that the quark masses are small, but with the fiction that M 
transforms as (3, 3*)  we can expand in powers of M as well as the derivatives to 
introduce the symmetry breaking terms in a consistent fashion. 
Addressing the first step of the chiral perturbation theory approach, the in-
troduction of meson fields transforming appropriately under SU(3)L x SU(3)R 
is non-trivial as the full symmetry is not respected by the vacuum. The vac-
uum is invariant under the diagonal subgroup of vector transformations (g, g) e 
SU(3) C SU(3) L x SU(3)R but axial transformations (g,g') e SU(3)L x 
SU(3)R rotate within a space of equivalent vacua. The meson fields consist 
of quark and antiquark, so we introduce the field in the (3,3*) representation 
[Pok87] 
qLjqjjj 	 (2.22). 
• where qi are the quark fields u, d, s for i = 1,2,3. Chiral symmetry is broken 
by the non-zero value of the chiral condensate (q) 54 0. The degenerate space 
of vacua are related to E by 
= 	 (2.23) 
Choosing E = 1 we can identify the Goldstone boson fields as vacuum rotations, 
E(z) = e7 	 (2.24) 
This provides the non-linear realization of the symmetry group appropriate to 
Goldstone bosons. Under the unbroken SU(3)v subgroup the meson fields trans-
form linearly 1r0(z) + R1b7rL(z ), but under axial transformations they transform 
non-linearly, for example the axial transformation 
E(z) —+ eiabXb 	 (2.25) 
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would rotate the pion fields to zero at the point x if aa =a(X ). In the three 
flavour model, 7ra describes the meson octet via the relation 
= 	 K ° ir\0 ir 
( *7°+4'2 ir 	K \ 
72' 	76-77 
K 	j-O 	—*rl) 
The lowest order kinetic Lagrangian is 
f 2 £ = _tr(8E01'Et) 
whilst the lowest order mass term 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
,CM = —tr(EM + M) 
	
(2.28) 
yields meson masses 
m = (m+md)b 
	
(2.29) 
MK = -(m+md+2m9 )b 
	
(2.30) 
Having derived the effective Lagrangian, the last step in relating the amplitudes 
K -+ irir, K -p ir, and K - 0 is the formulation of the effective Hamiltonian 
operators 0 of equation (2.10) in terms of the phenomenological fields E. As 
with the Lagrangian, this is done by finding all the functions (a of E with the 
appropriate transformation properties, and ignoring all but those of lowest order 
in M and the derivatives. Then we can identify. 0 with a linear expansion over 
Oa , 
(2.31) 
with the coefficients a to be determined phenomenologically as were the co-
efficients f,b in the Lagrangian. The representations of interest from equation 
(2.10) are (8, 1) and (27, 1). At lowest order there are only three relevant phe-
nomenological operators [BDS*85] 
= tr(AO&E) 
= j tr(AEtM + AME) 	 (2.32) 
O(271 ) = 
where the matrix A and tensor T are determined by the As, Ed and AI proper- 
ties of 0. With only three relevant operators 6i we have only three undetermined 
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(8,1) 	(8,1) 	(27* 1) coefficients a1 	2 and a 	, so we can find relations between the matrix 
elements of O. Rearranging these we can express K -p irir ratios in terms of 
K -* ir and K -p matrix elements as follows. 
(7r+ ir I0I KO) 1=112 - ( irk J0 K)1=112 - (0I0IK°)1=112 
(2.33) 
(-+- 1041K°)1312 - 	 (+I(94IK+)1, 
The coefficient b3 is zero as 03 and 04 both lie in the 27 representation of 
5U(3)Flavo, r and there is only one independent coefficient a 27", but the other 
coefficients b, are non-zero, corresponding to operators in the 8 representation 
of SU(3)Fjavr . The subtraction of the K -p 0 matrix element can be thought 
of as accounting for the mixing of four-fermi operators 0 (d)(q) with the 
two-fermion operators 9d. Subtraction by use of chiral perturbation theory re-
quires the correct chiral behaviour of the lattice matrix elements around the 
Kaon mass, [MMRT86,BMM*85,KS87], whilst the alternative subtraction via 
perturbative expansion in the strong coupling is divergent in the lattice spacing 
[BDHS86,BDHS88]. The area is problematic and still unresolved. 
2.4 The Staggered Fermion Formulation 
The coordinate space identification of staggered fermions treats linear combi-
nations of the one component Grassman variables on the sixteen vertices of a 
hypercube as four Dirac four-spinors in the continuum limit. The combinations 
are given by the Clifford algebra in the following way. 
q( y )aa = 
. 	 + aA) 	 (2.34) 
A1 A2 A3 A4 
7A - 7i 72 73 74 
the binary four-vector A labels the vertices of the hypercube and indexes the 
basis 7A of the Clifford algebra. Greek indices a cover the four spin-components, 
and latin indices a cover the four discrete flavours associated with each lattice 
species Xq• The original lattice of spacing a has been blocked to a lattice of 
spacing 2a, with spatial coordinates y/2a e Z4 . 
An alternative identification of continuum fields from the lattice species can be 
done in momentum space. The propagator for the one component Grassman 
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field Xq has sixteen poles at locations I A in the Brillouin zone. Each of these 
is identified as a spinor component, and the Brillouin zone divided into sixteen 
sectors p + M A, p E (-7r/2a, 7r/2a). We can then identify continuum fields as 
follows: 
	





The two formulations q and & are related by a unitary transformation which 
tends to the identity in the continuum limit [DK86]. Re-expressing the lattice 
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(7s 	- (75 0 





JE i sinaP( ® 
1) + ml ® 	(p) 	(2.37) 
so that both formulations reproduce the correct form of the continuum action 
in the classical continuum limit. Spin and discrete flavour indices have been 
suppressed, but summations over them are assumed with the notation ( 0 
short for 7hl)  determining the spin and discrete flavour structures by Clifford 
algebra elements y and 4. 
To construct operators to excite meson states and mediate weak decays, we 
introduce three distinct lattice species Xu, Xd, x.• The coordinate space con-
structed fields u, d, s have four discrete flavours each which are not regarded as 
physical. The meson operators we require are 
7rF = u75®&d 
	
(2.38) 
K = 375®*FU 
their discrete flavour structure is determined by the binary four-vector F. Colour 
indices are assumed to be contracted on the unit matrix to produce colour singlet 
states. In terms of the original fields x we have for example 
7r(y) = 	ir{7s7B 7.t}Xu(y + aA)X d(y + aB) 	(2.39) 
AB 64 
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In an interacting theory, contraction of the bilinears ,,(y + aA)X d(y + aB)j on 
the unit matrix S' in colour space would not be gauge invariant, as the two-
fermion operators sit on different lattice sites. Instead we introduce the matrix 
U(y + aA, ' + aB)tJ. Defining U to be the product of link variables along any 
path from y + aA to y + aB would ensure a return of gauge invariance, but for 
the most rapid return of rotational invariance on averaging over the gauge fields, 
we take U to be the average of products of link variables along all shortest paths. 
Thus, for example 
U(y,y + aft + a) = 	 + aj) + U(y)U(y + ai)] 	(2.40) 
The zero momentum meson operators can be constructed from -7r(y) and K(y) 
by summing over sites y on a spatial hypersurface. Four-fermion operators 0 
are simply the products of two-fermion operators. 
= (7s (9 'F9.2)(7S' (9 'q) 	 (2.41) 
the colour indices ijkl are contracted either on 	or on 	equation (2.10). 
These are the only colour singlet possibilities. Matrices U'3 and U' are intro-
duced to ensure gauge invariance, as above, and, for colour structure E, t'/t 1 the 
lattice fields contract on the symmetric combination 
[ui/i  + U1 t1] [u1112  + U2u1]ICI 	
(2.42) 
2 	 2 
Whilst the meson operators used are at zero momentum, the four-fermi opera-
tors 0 are local in coordinate space, constructed on a single hypercube labelled 
y = 0. The zero momentum meson operators could be constructed directly in 
momentum space via the fields b to yield a distinct but equally valid construc-
tion in terms of the fields x.  One could also construct operators Oi local in 
coordinate space in the continuum limit by integrating over physical momen-
-turn states in the b construction, but this would be non-local on the lattice, 
the reason being that the operators constructed in momentum space retain an 
exact flavour symmetry related to unit shifts. This is why the action of equation 
(2.37) is diagonal in flavour whilst that of equation (2.36) is not. An operator 
with a unit shift symmetry on the lattice cannot be local on the lattice how-
ever, and given the computational requirement of making ?Ijj local, we will 
stick with the coordinate space identification here, and for consistency with the 
meson operators as well. 
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To construct (lr+IOj IK+) on the lattice we first relate it to the vacuum expec-
tation value (OIirOKIO) by the LSZ formula, equation(1.39). Note that the 
dual space vector (r+l is excited by the dual field ir. Taking a typical four 
quark operator 0 = d7L ® Fj SU7,L ® 'F2 U the Wick expansion of 
(0Iir0KI0) = (0I(75 (9 eFd)(d7L®eFl 8u7PL (9 F3U)(S75 (9 FKU)I 0) 
(2.43) 
involves four types of graph termed "eight" and "eye" graphs with one or two 
spin traces. These are illustrated in figure 2.4. The discrete flavours are arbi-
trary, and traces over flavour indices may be assigned to the same quark deter-
mining spin traces, but in order to calculate the correlator for a single continuum 
flavour, we must divide by N1 = 4 for each flavour trace to avoid overcounting. 
2.5 Flavour Projection 
2.5.1 Two-trace eight graphs 
To explain the flavour projection mechanism, let us first consider a term in the 
Wiék expansion corresponding to the two trace eight graph of figure 2.4(a). In 
the equation below the arrows indicate the fermi fields to be paired into quark 
propagators, and the angled brackets () indicate integration over the fermi fields 
to leave a function of the background gauge configuration. The zero momentum 
correlator is gained by averaging over gauge configurations, and summing over 
the spatial positions of the mesons, y 1. and YK• 
(75 ® eFd)(d7L (9 	0 F3 3 )( 375 (9 4Fb tL)) 	 (2.44) 
11 	 ff 	Li 
= tr{(u)15 ®FW (th1)7ML®eFl }t 1'{(UU)7SL ®F2 (S)75oeFK} 
= tr{S(O, y11.)75 ® pSd(y,,.,O)7, 1I, 0 j1}tr{S(yjç, 0 )7ML 0 F2 S,(O,yK)75 0 
In the continuum limit, the action, equation (2.36) becomes diagonal on flavour 
indices, so that the quark propagators Sq (z,y) also become diagonal, and the 
trace over flavour indices in the equation above factorizes out as tr{p F1 }ir{F, EF}. 
From this we see that in order to attain a non-vanishing correlator as a —+ 0 the 
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Figure 2.4: Graphs obtained in the Wick expansion of C2 (t,,., 2K). Lines cor-
respond to quark propagators in a background gauge configuration. Traces on 
spin, discrete flavour, and colour follow the quark loops. 
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flavours must satisfy F1 = F11. and F2 = FK. The product of flavours around 
a quark loop most be unity as any other structure would be traceless. This is 
equivalent to saying that different discrete flavours do not correlate in the con-
tinuum limit, and we must pick these flavours consistently. Given this property 
of staggered fermion correlators, we are at liberty to choose a combination of 
structures for the four-fermi operator. Only the term with the correct flavour 
structure will correlate with the meson operators, other contributions will vanish 
in the continuum limit. The combination we wish to choose reduces to a product 
of fields Xq on a single lattice site. 
0 = Xd(0)X(0)X(0)x.(0) 	 (2.45) 
To see which spin flavour structures this contains, we note from equation (2.34) 
that 
Xq(0) = 26zaqaa(0) 	 (2.46) 
since YA  is traceless unless A = 0. Now since 7A  form an orthornormal basis, 
45aa5/3b = >Ji,aI3ab 	 (2.47) 
A 
so that the four-fermi operator, equation(2.45) is equivalent to the combination 
o = E J(0)-,'A 0 GU( 0 ) E (0)7B 0 Es(0) 	 (2.48) 
A 	 B 
When correlated to the meson fields, only the term (4F (9 FW u)(uyFK (9 Fs) 
contributes, so that the correct spin structure is projected out by the meson 
fields 
1 	 - 
ir = (2.49) 
1 
K = 	 (2.50) 
Using equation(2.34) we can re-express the contraction, equation(2.44) in terms 
of the Xq field propagators Gq(z,y) = (X q (x) q (y)). The result is a combination 
of correlators to vector and axial vector currents of structure (VV - VA —AV+ 
AA). Taking the pion loop correlating to the vector current for illustration, 
tr{(u(0)(y 11.)) 	(d(y11.)J(0)) >J -yA ® GI 	 (2.51) 
=(C)tr{G(0, y + C)U(y + C, y + (C +2 fiflGd(y + (C +2 , 0)} 
KI 
Here we have reduced the coefficients relating the pion field iç(yir),  equation(2.39), 
to a phase q(C) and a displacement c+2j,D.  The displacement is within the 
hypercube at y,,  so the addition C +2 j is modulo two. 
tr{7b75'7D} = j4(C)6c+2AD 	 (2.52) 
In a numerical simulation, a single inversion calculates Gq (x, 0) for all values of 
X, so with the relation 
G(0,z) = (_ 1)z1+z234G( x, 0)t 
	
(2.53) 
a single inversion is sufficient to construct the two trace eight graph correlator 
via the flavour projection mechanism. 
2.5.2 One-trace eight graphs 
In the one-trace eight graph, figure 2.4(c), there is only one quark loop, so only 
one structure can be projected into the four-fermi operator. This is insufficient 
for the use of the local operator, equation (2.45). To construct this graph, we 
must first bring it into the two trace form by rearranging the indices. 
The spin indices can be rearranged by a Fierz transformation. The two versions 
we require are as follows. 
75 )]'y6 = 	[714(1 - 75)]a6[7gc3(1 - 	(2.54) 
JA 
- 75)Ia/3[7( 1  + 75)]y = 2(1 + 75)aö(1 - 75)..y 	 (2.55) 
JA 
The colour indices can be rearranged by the colour algebra identities for SU(3). 
8ijbkl =  1 8iZ5kJ + 2 til tki 	 (2.56) 
tijtk = 4 5i18k5 - 	
(2.57) 
It would be equally valid to leave the colour indices traced around a single loop. 
This would involve a different set of link variables, connecting sites between 
spin structures, so that on the lattice the operators, and the correlators would 
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be distinct. However, we choose to arrange the colour contractions around the 
same loops as the spin contractions, in order to use a minimal variety of four-
fermion operators. 
This leaves the discrete flavour indices, but these are not interpreted physically. 
We are free after realigning the spin and colour indices to contract the flavour 
indices around the same two loops with any consistent choice of flavour struc-
tures. Thus we are back to the two trace situation, and we can choose the 
local four-fermi operator, and project out the required spin structure with ap-
propriate meson flavours. We note here that whilst the left-left structures Fierz 
transform onto the same vector and axial vector currents, equation(2.54), the 
left-right operators 05 and 06 transform onto scalar and pseudo-scalar struc-
tures, equation(2.55). 
2.5.3 Eye graphs 
In the eye graphs, figure 2.4(b) and 2.4(d) the mesons are coupled by an up 
quark propagator, and so can only project a single structure into the four-fermi 
operator. We have to set up one half of the structure explicitly, and project into 
the other half. -The operator we use is 
-- 	 0=J7S0 FUE1A®A3 	 (2.58) 
A 
The J and s fields in 0 contract with the meson fields via the extended propa-
gator 
SK ( 0 , 0) = S. (0, YK)75 0 *5Su(yK, yir)ys ® e5sd(y1, 0) 	(2.59) 
We have chosen discrete flavour for both the pion and Kaon fields. This flavour 
gives the cleanest meson signal, as it corresponds to the pseudo-Goldstone boson 
(PGB) of an exact U(1) axial symmetry of the massless staggered fermion action, 
spontaneously broken by the chiral condensate (q), and softly broken by the 
quark mass terms. In terms of the extended propagator SK,  the one trace eye 
graph contraction, figure 2.4(b) becomes 
tr{S, 1 j(O, 0)7g 0 FS(0, 0)7A 0 A} 	 (2.60) 
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In the continuum limit, the quark propagators are flavour-diagonal, so SK  has 
flavour structure 66 = 1. Thus, the only term surviving in expression (2.60) 
above is A = F• The structure u7F ® Fs is projected out by the structure 
d7s ® eFu. Rewriting expression (2.60) in terms of the -field propagators we 
have 
ir{7L 7S7cEj}tr{G(0, B)U(B, C)G1.K(C, O)} 	(2.61) 
64 BC 
The extra computational requirement, beyond the calculation of Gq (z, 0) re-
quired by the eight graphs, is to calculate the extended propagator GIrK(X,  0). 
This is the analogue of 5K,  equation(2.59). To express it in terms of the 
propagators G q(x, 0) we need the form of the pseudo-Goldstone boson opera-
tors q75 ® 5q. These are diagonal structures in the sense that the spin and 
flavour structures are the same. In terms of the -fields this implies that 
there is no point-splitting, and the structure is defined by a phase, in this case 
= (i)Z1+Z2+Z3+4 . 
ir(yii.) = 	 + A)xd(y,,.  + A) 	 (2.62) 16 A 
From this we can derive the form of the extended propagator, GrK.  In order to 
correlate mesons at zero momentum, we sum over the spatial coordinates 
to leave a function of the meson times t 1., tj. 
GW(t)K(t K )(r, 0) = 	I G3 (x, YK+4)f(A)G U (yK+A, y+B)(B)Gd(y--B , 0) 
yv 16 AB 
(2.63) 
The construction of G, from the X-field propagators would require the cal-
culation of GU(ZK, z,,.) between all lattice site pairs XK and XR an impossible 
computational burden; but the combination, summed over all I K and a,, can be 
calculated from Gd(xd, 0) with only two additional inversions. First we have to 
solve 
ft + m)G,1.(t , ) ](z, 0) = 8 4 t(x)Gd(x, 0) 	 (2.64) 
and then 
	
[(ID + m $ )G,r( tw )K(tK )](z, 0) = 4tK(X)Glr(t4( 2 , 0) 	(2.65) 
The resultant correlator C(t, tK) we fit to the ansatz, equation(1.39) 




in the region (ii,., iK) E 1Z. in which single exponential fits to meson correlators 
are thought to be valid. Two additional inversions are required for each point 
(tv, iK)  but we are only fitting to a single amplitude, so we can sum over t, 
and tK  in 1? in equations (2.64) and (2.65) by replacing S t, by tER  St. and 
524tK similarly, to fit to the summed correlator >JttxER C(tK). In this case, 
only two inversions are required beyond those necessary for the eight graphs to 
calculate the eye graph amplitudes. 
We have covered so far only the general structure 75 ® for the one trace eye 
graph, figure 2.4(b). The structure d74UiL4L3  is a linear combination of vector 
and axial vector currents attained by setting 75 = 7 or 7,75  and F = 	or 
45 independently. After projection, and using the notation V for -y, or , and 
A for -y.-t5 or 45 the structure of the resulting four-fermi operator has the form 
[V®VV®V+AA A®A]—[V®A A®A+AV V®V] (2.67) 
This is asymmetric, and as a result the correlator C;(t,rtK) will not be real for 
finite lattice spacing, because we have chosen arbitrarily to project from du into 
Us. We could project the other way, and the result would be the hermitian 
conjugate. Taking the average would be equivalent to taking the real part of 
the correlator as described. The imaginary part of the correlator will vanish as 
flavour symmetry is restored in the continuum limit, when the quark propaga-
tors become flavour diagonal. As such it provides a valuable measure of this 
particular systematic error. 
The two trace eye graphs, figure 2.4(d) are dealt with in the same way after 
recasting them in one trace form by Fierz transformation and colour algebra 
identities as described above for eight graphs. 
2.6 Remarks 
The formulation presented here relies heavily on the restoration of the full SU(4) 
symmetry between different discrete flavours of the same lattice species. The 
numerical simulation we will pursue is based upon background configurations 
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on a 16 x 24 lattice at 8 = 6.15. -On these configurations flavour symmetry 
has been tested on diagonal (non-point-split) meson correlators, and found to 
be good to 3 - 4%, a rapid improvement upon the 10%violations of flavour 
symmetry further from the continuum at /3 = 6.0. The simulation of weak matrix 
elements provides two further checks on this symmetry restoration. Firstly the 
eight graph correlators C1(t,.tK) involve mesons of scalar, vector, pseudo-vector, 
and pseudo-scalar flavours, corresponding to operators point-split by four,three, 
one, and zero links respectively. From these correlators, we are able to check 
flavour symmetry and signal strength across the full range of discrete flavours. 
The second check on flavour symmetry restoration is the imaginary part of the 
eye graph correlator which vanishes as the quark propagators become flavour 
diagonal, as described above. 
In the numerical simulation, the four-fermi operator is placed on timeslices 5 and 
6 to leave eighteen timeslices to observe the exponential decay. Experience from 
meson correlators shows that a single exponential fit to the pseudo-Goldstone 
boson is valid over timeslices 9 - 19, so this is taken for the region 7Z. in the eye-
graph correlators. Pseudo-Goldstone boson correlators have the special property 
of fitting to a single exponential on every timeslice as there is no particle to excite 
in the alternating channel, so we are not constrained to fit to an even number 
of timeslices in R. As both pion and Kaon are in the same region of the lattice, 
there is the possibility of final state interactions. If these are present they will 
show up as a deviation from the exponential fit along the line t,,. = tK in the 
eight graph correlators. 
In the initial numerical work we are looking for isospin dependence in K -p ir 
amplitudes. This will give an accurate comparison of the operators 03 and 04 
which do not mix with lower dimension operators. With the operators 01 and 
02 which require subtraction of K - 0 amplitudes, and the operators 0 5 and 
06 which have a different chiral structure and so are intractable by the chiral 
perturbation theory developed earlier, we present the K -+ ir amplitude ratios 
as preliminary results to the subtracted K - irir ratios, which may show the 
same qualitative isospin dependence. 
Finally, though the numerical work was done with quenched configurations, we 
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comment on the application of the method to dynamical simulations. As the 
fermi fields always appear quadratically in the action, they can be integrated 
out as described in the introduction to adjust the link variable distribution by 
det( + m). This corresponds to the inclusion of closed fermion loops in the 
background field. However, as there are no point-interactions between fermions, 
the dynamical and valence fern-lions are not directly connected. The only con-
nection is via the background field. This gives us the freedom to use different 
formulations for valence and dynamical quarks, provided they describe the same 
continuum. The formulation above describes three quarks u, d, .s in the con-
tinuum, with the discrete flavours resulting only in an overcounting which is 
compensated for by dividing by N1 = 4 for each discrete flavour trace. The 
formulation could be validly applied to dynamical configurations with three dy-
namical quarks of masses m md m a . These could be Wilson fermions or possibly 
staggered fermions with the effective number of flavours adjusted by taking pow-
ers of the determinant. {BDHS88,GLT*88] 
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Chapter 3 
Renormalization of Staggered Fermion Bilinears 
3.1 Composite Operator Renormalization 
In order to calculate the Green's functions of the composite operator 0 via 
functional calculus, we extend the generating function by introducing an extra 
source K. 
Z[JK]_— fd[V]exP{_5_f[Jb± KO] } 	 (3.1) 
The resultant Green function will be divergent in general, requiring the renor-
malization of the composite operator 0 in addition to the renormalization of 
the fundamental fields çb. Further, the operator 0 will mix in general under 
renormalization with operators of the same symmetry properties and equal or 
lesser dimension. Thus, in order to re-express the generating functional in terms 
of renormalized quantities, we must include a basis of composite operators, 0,, 
covering the space of given symmetry up to the given dimension; each with its 
source K,,. The bare operators will in general be divergent functions of the 
regulator A, but we may now define finite renormaiized operators O() at a 
renormalization scale jL, via 
On(p) = Z(i,A)O m (A) 	 (3.2) 
In order to subtract divergences, we must calculate the dependence of the bare 
operators on the regulator. We do this via a perturbative calculation relating 
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the bare operators to the regularization scheme independent tree level operators. 
O(A) = Mnm (A)O (3.3) 
Given this relation, both for the lattice regularization with spacing a, and for 
a Pauli-Villars continuum regularization scheme with momentum cut-off Q, we 
can relate the bare operators on the lattice to those in the continuum via a finite 
renormalization 
Q(Q)cont = Rnm (Qci)0m (a)''tt 	 (3.4) 
When working with eigenvectors of the anomalous dimension matrix, the di-
vergences will be in the multiplicative renormalization. Then the renormalized 
continuum operators, in terms of which the operator product expansion is for-
mulated, are related to the bare lattice operators, from which matrix elements 
on the lattice are calculated, via the equation below. 
= Z_l (/L,Q)R nm (Qa)Qm (a)b0tt 	 (3.5) 
As the divergences are logarithmic, the first order corrections to Z' and R will 
depend on the regulator Q via In j/Q and in Qa respectively, so that the product 
Z 1 R will depend on the renormalization scale via in/ta. Thus, in order to avoid 
large logarithms we should constrain pta. In fact, in evaluating the product Z'R 
at first order, we are using the tree level equality of the renormalized continuum 
and bare lattice couplings. Requiring this relation to hold at higher orders 
implies, as shown by Golterman and Smit [GS84a], that 
iia = 	100 	 - 	(3.6) 
Aiatt 
This gives us a renormaJization scale p. of around 240GeV on our lattice, tak-
ing the inverse lattice spacing from a prediction of the rho mass. This is well 
above the confinement scale, so the coefficients of the operators Q, in the ef-
fective Hamiltonian can be calculated within the framework of the perturbative 
renormalization group at g(p.). 
3.2 Feynman Rules 
In order to pursue the renormalization of composite staggered fermion opera- 
tors, we need the Feynman rules, both for the propagators and vertices arising 
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from the staggered fermion action, and for the extra vertices arising from the 
composite operators. 
We can derive the staggered fermion propagator and vertices by expanding the 
link variables in the staggered fermion action of equation (1.31) in terms of-the 
gluon field using equation (1.32), and expressing the result in momentum space 
with the Fourier transform convention 
Inc 
	
X(X) = 	ir10 (2)4X(P)e L  




ie (2)4 a4 
The result can be expressed in terms of the quark propagator and vertices as 
follows. 
SF = / ; (_p) i G(p,q )i3x( _q)J - 	
(3.8) 
> J 	(_p)i(_q)i A (_k1).A(—k) r''(p, q; k 1 -  Jul 
The convention of positive momenta in vertices and negative momenta in fields 
in the action ensures that G(p, q) = ((p)(q)) and corresponds to outgoing 
momenta from all vertices and from the centre of propagators. This results in 
the following expressions and diagram elements. 
P 	 q 
G(p,q) = 	 - - 	 (3.9) 
ir -•1 =I (p+q+—i) 	P4+m(P+q)  Ia a 
(-q 
r(n)II .  
I.1•. 4.n 
mn 	q;ki ... k) = 
	 kr.J' 	
(3.10) 
= _(iafl)nj(1 tI):6 
	(p+q+k+ ?TI) e(p+ 1c) a 
14 
Some new notation is involved here. 6 is the periodic delta function of pe- 
riod 2ir/a appropriate to the Brillouin zone {—ir/a,7r/a} 4 . 6f 	is one if 
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all the Lorentz indices 1...ftn are equal to i, and zero otherwise. The vec-
tor /2 = I +... + j1 arises from the Fourier transform of the phases ij,(x) in 
the staggered fermion action, equation (1.31). In the vertex function k is short 
for k 1 + ... + k, and the functions en are defined by 
cos a(p+k) 	nodd 
e(p+k)= { i 
sin a(p+k) 	neven 
(3.11) 
Since we are only working to one loop, we require from the pure gauge action 
only the gluon propagator, given below. 
- S'S,S(k+l) 	(3.12) - 
A derivation of the ghost propagator and the full range of ghost-gluon ver-
tices required at higher order is given by Kawai et al. [KNS81] in preface to a 
calculation of Act/Ajatt. 
The operator vertices are derived similarly by expanding the link variables as 
a power series in the gluon field and expressing the result in momentum space. 
For two-fermion operators we have 







00 = I 
(_p)i(_q)iAPi(k1)••AIITh(kn) (n)Ii ... I, 
n=O 	 n! 
resulting in the operator vertices 
P 	 q 
% $2 (p,q) = 	
• 	 (3.14) 
= Sii 	e1(7g ® CF)ABe- iaqB  42 E AB  
.S1... $.'n 










1..44,. 14+1••4Sn r 
n—in—r-1 	/ n sa 	i3 + 	
. 	
) 	. . . 
	+ . . 	+ i+1.. 
n 
+ 	 i 	. . .. 	•+ • 	+ +• ..+ +. 	.. r1 a=1 	t= 	• 	rst / 
6 ( 1cl+r,kr+i+kr+s,kr+a+l+...kr+a+t,kf+ S+t+i+...k fl )} 
A JA is the link splitting (B —A) in the operator, and the four functions F, G, H, 
and J involved in the n-gluon vertex correspond to gluon emission in one, two, 
three, and four distinct polarizations respectively. The operator (9SF contains 
a spin and flavour structure (i's ® FY b . When expressed in terms of the 
coordinate space variables, (A), (B), the structure is given by (i's (9 F)AB as 
above; and when expressed in terms of the momentum space variables (p+ iC), 
x(q + D) it is given by the momentum space basis elements (7s ® F)cD. The 
three bases are related by unitary transformations as follows. 
(7S®EF)AB = 1 ir{77s7B} 	 (3.17) 4 
 pab 
(7s®eFr 	= >7r(7S(9 eF)AB7B 	 (3.18) 
AB 
(-1) C.A ______ 
(7s®F)cD = >: 	
(ys®F)AB1) 	 (3.19) 
AB 
3.3 Calculation 
The one loop radiative correction to two-fermion operators consist of the dia-
grams given in figure 3.1 together with the self-energy corrections to the external 
legs. The self-energy diagrams contribute a multiplicative renormalization inde-
pendent of the spin and flavour structure. The diagrams of figure 3.1 fall into 
three types which we shall consider separately. 
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Figure 3.1: One loop corrections 
3.3.1 Figure 3.1(a) 
Using the notation G 3.1  for the expression corresponding to the diagram shown 
in figure 3.1(a) we have 




with the integration over all internal momenta p,q,r,s,k,l with measure d4p/(27r) 4 
and range {—ir/a, 7r/a} 4 . Summation over repeated indices are understood. The 
momenta cannot be directly interpreted physically, as different sectors of the 
Brillouin zone are regarded as representing different spin-flavour components. 
Thus, momenta are not conserved under propagation and across vertices, but 
are subject to a change of sector, arising from the spin structure (y ®T) as-
sociated with both propagator and vertices. The problem is to get from this 
change of sector, determined by the delta functions (p - q + )2) to an explicit 
realization of the spin structures in the momentum space basis ( I)AB. Note 
that the physical momenta have been set to zero on the external legs, leaving the 
momenta on poles MA and MB in the Brillouin zone. The momentum-dependent 
radiative corrections are regularization scheme independent, and so cancel be-
tween lattice and continuum calculations. The first step is to re-express the 
delta functions as follows. 
(—q + k + (A + p + )) = 	(—q + lc + C)(1r?)AB(7r)Bc (3.21) 
BC 
(IrP)AB = 1 if p + A + B = 0, 	0 otherwise 
The delta function used here occurs on integration of momentum p from the 
expression (3.20) above. We now have a matrix (TA)AB  representation of the 
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spin structure (y (9 1). This is related to the momentum basis as follows. 
(-1)4'(1r)AB = ( y,A 0 (3.22) 
After using the relations (3.21) and (3.22) on both propagators in the expression 
(3.20), using two S-functions to integrate all but one loop momenta, and re-
casting the integral in terms of the dimensionless loop momenta 0, the result 
is 
'dçb 





(701)B:B e' "(7s 0 4F)A'sBs'e 	
4 
B() 1 = (ac )2 + 	4 sin 2 	 (3.24) 
F(4 1 
 
sin 2 j 	 (3.25) 
JA 
The functions B(), and F(q) arise from the boson and fermion propagators 
respectively. tc is the infra-red regulating mass of the gluon: both lattice and 
continuum expressions diverge with ic, but the dependence cancels between the 
two. C1 is the quadratic Casimir invariant of SU(3) in the fundamental repre-
sentation, arising from the contraction of the group generators 
= C/ si' 	 (3.26) 
I 
For SU(3) it has the value 4/3. 
The last step is to find the spin-flavour structure of the exponentials e'"and 
gi4)B" in the coordinate basis. Given this we can apply the unitary transforma-
tion IIlA?AIIL$JBIIBI  to the momentum basis and take the product of spin struc- 
tures. Without these exponential factors the result would be (-y,s,,,., 0 ti') = ±(7s 0 CF), 
a simple multiplicative renormalization of the same form as the continuum. With 
these exponentials, the result is a large expansion allowing mixing between dif-
ferent discrete flavour structures, restricted only by the lattice symmetry of the 
operators. After some algebra, and using the facts that the components A. 
take only the values 0 and 1, and that when the spin and flavour structures are 
the same the result in the coordinate basis is diagonal, ( 0 WAB = 0 unless 
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- 	 A = B, we find the required expansion 
	
e " (TS ® F)AS,B,,eIB 	 EM(q)EN(—O)(yMsN ® (MFN)A 1 BU 
MN 
EM(q5) = fl (e" 1- (_l)>v~ ,iM1e_M4) 	(3.27) 
Substituting this into equation(3.23), we have the expression as a sum over spin-
flavour structures, the coefficients being integrals of the loop momenta containing 
divergences in the infra-red regulating mass c. 
GM = (4)2C1 
1paMN 	




2 	2 M 	(4irf 2
B()F() 	sin sin EM()EN( — ))4
3.3.2 Self-energy, continuum, and divergence 
The coefficients Ir are logarithmically divergent in ac. We can subtract the 
divergence with the integral [GA82] 
dçb 	____ 
J000(aic) L (2)4B(4) = 1 [3.79201 - lna2 ic2 ] 	(3.29) (4ir) 2 
The subtracted coefficients are given by 
r4,pO - 	
(4.)2 
MN - -"MN 
- 	
JOOOOSSMOSNO 	 (3.30) 
The independent non-vanishing numerical values of these integrals are given in 
table 3.1. Values not given can be found from the symmetry properties 
symmetric on po, MN, and permutation of the indices 	(3.31) 
= 0 unless E N, + M = ,3+ & (addition modulo two) (3.32) 
It is these symmetries, not relations between the distinct coefficients, which 
ensure that the expression GM has the same lattice symmetry properties as the 
tree level operator. The integrals were evaluated numerically using the Monte 
Carlo integration package NAGLIB DOl GBF. As the non-vanishing integrals 
have even integrands, the integration can be restricted to the domain (0, 7r) 4 . The 









0000 -0.91366(1) -0.82302(2) -0.07291(1) -0.10407(2) 
1000 0.10002(1) 0.02731(1) 0.02731(1) 0.01118(0) 
0100 0.05326(0) 0.13439(1) 0.02731(1) 0.01118(0) 
0010 0.05326(0) 0.03139(1) -0.03833(0) -0.05855(1) 
0001 0.05326(0) 0.03139(1) -0.03833(0) -0.01629(0) 
1100 0.07735(1) 0.04743(0) -0.07291(1) -0.10407(2) 
1010 0.07735(1) 0.19072(2) 0.03833(0) 0.01629(0) 
1001 0.07735(1) 0.19072(2) 0.03833(0) 0.05855(1) 
0110 0.13593(1) 0.03833(0) 0.03833(0) 0.01629(0) 
0101 0.13593(1) 0.03833(0) 0.03833(0) 0.05855(1) 
0011 0.13593(1) 0.16189(2) -0.02731(1) -0.01118(0) 
0111 0.16355(2) 0.35611(2) 0.07291(1) 0.10407(2) 
1011 0.22384(2) 0.07291(1) 0.07291(1) 0.10407(2) 
1101 0.22384(2) 0.26284(2) -0.03833(0) -0.01629(0) 
1110 0.22384(2) 0.26284(2) -0.03833(0) -0.05855(1) 
1111 0.04103(0) 0.02379(1) -0.02731(1) -0.01118(0) 
V. Table 3.1: Independent components of the lattice integrals it MN' 
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obtained by averaging over permutations of the indices, although there is a play 
off here as the calculation of the integrand is then more lengthy. Typically 10 6 
Monte Carlo hits were required per integral. The accuracy quoted in the tables 
is sufficient for the renormalization results to have errors of order iO. 
The divergent integral contributes to the expression 
GM  the multiplicative cor-
rection 
(4.)2 C1  o 5(3.79201 - in a 2 1c2 )(7s ® eF)AB 	 (3.33) 
4, 1, 0 for spin 0, 1, 2 structures. 
4 VIA 
Now, all the divergence of the lattice calculation lies in 
GM  and the self-energy 
terms, since the diagrams of figure 3.1 (b),(c), and (d) involve lattice vertices 
with no continuum counterpart, suppressed by powers of the lattice spacing. 
The staggered fermion formulation has a continuous U(1) x U(1)A symmetry 
mentioned earlier, associated with which there are Ward identities, covered in the 
next section, which ensure that the lattice operators (-y ® 1)q and (-y 05)q 
are not affected by radiative corrections. This means that the addition of self-
energy diagrams must have the effect of cancelling the divergence, expression 
(3.33), for spin-one structures, leaving the divergence 
(4)2  Cj(crs - 1)(3.79201 - in a2 l 2 )(7s  (9 eF)AB 	 (3.34) 
in spin-zero and spin-two structures. 
In the continuum calculation, using a Pauli-Villars regulator of momentum cutoff 
we find the same spin dependence of the anomalous dimension. 
OSF(Q)t =+ 	 - 1)ln 	+ R.I.} O 	(3.35) 
I (4w) 
R.I. refers to regularization scheme independent integrals containing the external 
momentum dependence. These cancel between lattice and continuum regulators, 
and vanish at zero external momentum, so they need not be considered further. 
Subtracting the correction of the continuum operator leaves the correction be-
tween lattice and continuum operators 
(4w)2 C, (o 5 - 1)(3.79201 - in a 2 Q 2 )(75  ® 	 (3.36) 
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which is finite provided we take the limits Q - :: and a -+ 0 together. The 
results quoted are at the subtraction point Qa = 1, and consist of the finite cor-
rection from expression (3.36) together with the expansion over the coefficients 
X from G') and the expression for figures 3.1(b),(c), and (d). 
3.3.3 Figures 3.1(b), and (c) 
Figure 3.1(b) corresponds to the expression 
= J r)'( A, —p; k)ikc( p, _q)kt V$ '( q, .—?IB; l)ki  D(_k, —1) (3.37) 
The reduction of this expression to a linear expansion over spin-flavour structures 
requires, in addition to the identities (3.21), (3.22), and (3.27), two further 
identities to resolve the structure and momentum dependence of the one-gluon 
vertex. These are 
	







= .ç5Jt 	 (3.40) JAM
=  
 
1W 	 ? 
= 	- 9(2) 
1W 
The reduction of G proceeds in the same fashion, and the two expressions 
reduce to the linear expansion 
G + G3.1 = 8(4ir\2 	Yf J(S1. +2 F)[1 + 	 ® M5MFN)CD 
' I MN1sp 
(3.41) 
with finite coefficients defined by the integrals 
4,6 






II 'MN 'MN 
0000 0.85591(1) 0.58329(4) 
1000 0.02810(1) 0.00737(1) 
0100 0.05716(3) -0.07906(6) 
0010 0.05716(3) -0.01516(1) 
0001 0.05716(3) -0.01516(1) 
1100 0.15787(1) -0.04284(3) 
1010 0.15787(1) -0.17338(2) 
1001 0.15787(1) -0.17338(2) 
0110 0.05716(3) 0.01516(1) 
0101 0.05716(3) 0.01516(1) 
0011 0.05716(3) 0.07906(2) 
0111 0.85591(1) -0.58329(4) 
1011 0.15787(1) 0.04284(3) 
1101 0.15787(1) 0.17338(2) 
1110 0.15787(1) 0.17338(2) 
1111 0.02810(1) -0.00737(1) 
Table 3.2: Independent components of the lattice integral Y J . 
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the independent non-vanishing coefficients YMOPN are given in table 3.2. Values 
not given can be found by the symmetry properties 
YMIIPN antisymmetric on MN, symmetric under index permutation 
= 0 unless E N, + M = (addition modulo 2) 
VOM 
3.3.4 Figure 3.1(d) 
The last diagram, figure 3.1(d) is much more straightforward, and evaluates to 
	
GM = _ (4)2 C1 D(4ir) Z0000(7S ® F)CD 	 (3.43) 
This corresponds to a purely multiplicative suppression factor, linearly depen-
dent on D = E(S - F), the number of link variables involved in the operator. 
The interpretation of this type of diagram, termed tadpole diagrams, where glu-
ons emitted from the unphysical vertices self-contract, is as follows: at tree 
level the identification of continuum two-fermion operators assumes that the link 
variables approximate the identity matrix in a smooth gauge. On an interacting 
configuration, the link variables fluctuate. They correspond to a rotation away 
from the unit matrix, with remaining component in that direction having an 
expectation below 1. At first order, the resulting suppression should be associ-
ated dominantly with GM.  The finite integral Z00 was introduced in reference 
[GA82] and is defined by 
Ir
d 40, 
= f (2)4 B( 	= 0.154933(1) 	 (3.44) 7l
ir 
The absence of any external momentum dependence is this integral is charac-
teristic of its nature as a pure lattice artefact. 
3.4 Symmetries 
The calculation above was done in the basis 7s 0 eF of spin-flavour structures, 
and the results come out as linear expansions over these basis elements. How- 
ever, this basis takes no account of the symmetry properties of the staggered 
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fermion action, which will effectively constrain the possibilities of mixing be-
tween operators. Operators of different symmetry properties will not mix under 
radiative correction. The 256 elements i's ® can be thought of as basis vectors 
for a reducible representation of the staggered fermion symmetry group. This 
decomposes into subspaces stable under the group action which correspond to 
irreducible representations of the group. These subspaces are covered by an or-
thonormal basis, in which the mixing matrix will be block diagonal. The largest 
block size is 2 for representations that occur twice in the decomposition. Thus, in 
an orthonormal basis, the results are reduced from a 256 x 256 matrix to a small 
number of multiplicative corrections and 2 x 2 mixings, one for each irreducible 
representation rather than one for each component, since the components of an 
irreducible representation all renormalize in the same way. 
The notation we use corresponds to that of Verstegen [Ver85]. He decomposed 
the basis i's ® & into stable subspaces, and our orthonormal basis is obtained 
from the result by Gram-Schmidt. Before presenting our orthonormal basis in 
terms of the structures 7s®F, let us look at the transformations in the staggered 
fermion lattice symmetry group. These are as follows [GS84b,KS87,Ver85]. 
1. Rotations Rotations about the centre of a hypercube transform the x 
fields as follows. 
X(X) - 	[1 + 771s 17v - Csv + 77CCti] (R 1 x)C(R 1 x)x(R 1 z + u) 	(3.45) 
These form the group SW4 of 900  rotations in four Euclidean dimensions. the 
phases C. not previously mentioned are associated with unit shifts and defined 
by 
= (_1)+1+.+x4 	 (3.46) 
The irreducible representations J of SW4 , defined by Mandula et al. [MZG83] 
convey, where possible, information about either the subgroup 54 of permuta-
tions of the axes, or about the covering group SU(2) x SU(2) of 50(4) into which 
the lattice symmetry group SW4 expands in the continuum limit. 90° rotations 
are equivalent to a permutation of the axes, together with inversions along them. 
Irreducible representations which faithfully represent only the permutation con-
tent of the rotations are labelled by the Young tableau of the permutation group 
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S4, H , IF , EFO . The unit, or identity representation also falls into this category, 
with associated Young tableau mm , but it is labelled instead by I for iden-
tity. The labels (}, .) (1,0) (0,1) refer to irreducible representations which are 
shared with the covering group SU(2) x SU(2), that is, irreducible representa-
tions which do not fragment as the covering group is broken down to SW4 by 
imposing the lattice regulator. Labels 6 and 8 refer to additional irreducible 
representations, not restricted to the substructure 54 nor faithful to the super-
structure SU(2) x SU(2). Finally, the irreducible representations labelled W are 
equivalent to R ® H , that is, the character of the generating 90°rotation in W is 
the reverse of that in R, but the two irreducible representations are otherwise 
equivalent. 
Reflections. Reflection symmetry in the plane z. = bisecting the hy-
percube transforms the x variables as follows. 
X(X) -4 (1)z(z)x(I,x) 	 (3.47) 
IM : X IA -4 -X + ail 	 (3.48) 
z 1.—+z 1. (rj) 
Whilst there is no rotationally invariant reflection in four dimensions, the exten-
sion of the hypercubic group SW4 to include reflections has the effect of doubling 
all irreducible representations except the pairs (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1,0), (0,1) which 
merge into the larger irreducible representations [(1, 0)(0, 1)] and ((1, 0)(0, 1)]. 
With these exceptions we label the irreducible representations of W4 with a par-
ity P. 
Field interchange. The staggered fermion action is symmetric under the 
interchange of the fields x and when accompanied by an appropriate phase 
change. 




This symmetry corresponds to CP, the product of charge conjugation and parity 
operations on the fields q. From this, we label the irreducible representations 
with a charge conjugation parity C. 
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4. Axial transformations. The massless staggered fermion action has a 
continuous U(1)A axial invariance. 
X(x) -+ 	 (3.50) 
e (x)( x ) 
Staggered fermion structures 75 ® p are either singlets of doublets under this 
symmetry, and the two possibilities are labelled S and D. 
This covers the symmetry group with which we are concerned. The irreducible 
representations are labelled JU(1)by  the four symmetries described above. 
Table 3.3 shows the reduction of the set of structures 7S®F into an orthonormal 
basis of the symmetry group, using the notation r, 	 , and r = 
to highlight the effect of rotations on tensor flavour structures. The structures 
75 0 & and 7s5 0 	form adjacent entries in the two columns. Where the 
representations are U(1)A doublets, they mix under U(1)A transformations, and 
so must renormalize in the same way, but we find that at one loop all such pairs 
renormalize in the same way, even the pairs of U(1)A singlets where there is no 
symmetry constraint. 
There are two further symmetries of the staggered fermion action which we can 
not use to classify the two fermi operators defined in the coordinate representa-
tion. These are as follows. 
Vector transformations. The staggered fermion action is invariant under 
continuous U(1)y vector transformations associated with Baryon number, which 
have the following effect on the x fields. 
X(x) -+ e5(z) 	 (3.51) 
(z) 	e(x) 
All of the two-fermion operators q'ys®p'q are singlets under this transformation. 
Shifts The unit shift transformation on the x fields is as follows. 
S,,: 	x(x) 
- CM(x)x(x + aft) 	 (3.52) 
(x) -+ 
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rep Structure Irrep Structure 
Spin 0: Scalar /_Pseudo-Scalar 
101 H 75 (9 	5 
--D 
75®1 1®4 5 
H-S 75 (9 (e1+e2+3+e4)/2 
-- 1 0 (1+e2+e3+4)/2 H 5 
+-D 10 (1+2+e3)e4/2 
-+D 
-+D 
75 ® ( 	+ e + e3)e4/2 
g3 +D 
10 (e12 + G + 31)10 
1 0 (e - 2)e5// 
I --S 1 	( 	-  15 ® (1 - 
Spin 1: Vector / Pseudo-Vector 
1 75® 1 
2 750v/'/ 2 
•' 21 1 7L® 17 1 7® 
2 ® 	E11/./• 2 ® 
1)++S 7®T, 4/v' 1 	1 
1)+_S  1 	1 





W 1 7j® 1 ( 1i., 	) -tp ® 5 
li ® (2 - 8+-D 115 ® 	- 
8--D 
71(2-3)6/v' 
1 71 ® (72 - 1 715 ® (725 - 
2 li ® (r25 + T35 - 21-45 )/i/ 2 715 	(r2 + -r3 - 274 ) -,/-2-4  
Spin 2: Tensor 
1,0) 	(0, 1)] +D 712 0 (' 	+ 4 2)(6 + e4)/2 [(1,0) 	(0, 1)]+D 712 ® 	- 2)(3 - 
[(1,o)(D(o,1)]D 
1,0) 	(0, 1)] 	1 712 ® (i + 4 2)/\/ [(1,0) 	(0, 1)]_S 	1 712 ® 	+ e25)/\/ 
2 712 ® ( 	+ E4)/'/ 2 712 ® ( 	+ e45)/V" 
1 712 0 C12 
2 
1 712 0 
2 7120(el+2)(3-4)/2 
--S 	 1 7120(ei-2)/v' 2 712®(35-45)/\/ 
--S 
1 1 712 ® ( 	- 44)/\/ 2 712 0 ( 	- 
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Table 3.3: An ortho normal basis for the irreducible representations of the lattice 
symmetry group amongst two-fermion operator structures. 
With the fields x on adjacent sites identified with different spin-flavour compo-
nents, the unit shift transformation involves a discrete flavour transformation in 
addition to a phase rotation defining the momentum. With the notation S for 
a shift of one lattice spacing in direction f and momentum p in that direction, 
S, 	e'''(1 ® 'I4) 	 (3.53) 
One may, in theory, construct the discrete flavour transformation by factorizing 
out the eigenvalues determining physical momentum [KS87]. 
- T 112 S 
- 	 4 	•LL 
T,4 	: 	Ii') —+ e2201 	) 
(3.54) 
The resultant operators E are highly non-local, but their action on a two-fermi 
operator that respects the unit shift symmetry is multiplicative, 
'07S 0 	— (_1)>v~M'y5 0 	 (3.55) 
and the four resultant phases identify the flavour structure F  unambiguously. It 
is the lack of shift symmetry in the coordinate space formalism which fails to pin 
down the flavour structure explicitly, and allows the 2 x 2 mixing. Two-fermion 
operators q7g®Fq  at zero physical momentum (summed over the spatial sites of 
the blocked coordinates y) involve links within, but not between hypercubes so 
breaking unit shift symmetry, but retaining symmetry under shifts of two lattice 
spacings that define physical momenta. However, as mentioned above, there is a 
subgroup of diagonal structures 7A 0 which involve no point-splitting, and so 
retain symmetry under unit shifts, and do not mix with other flavour structures 
under renormalization (though there is no constraint on other structures mixing 
with them). 
3.5 Ward Identities and Non-Renormalization 
Two of the symmetries described above, the vector and axial-vector symmetries, 
have continuous symmetry groups, even on the lattice. By applying infinitesimal 
transformations to the massless staggered fermion action we obtain the Noether 
[SIC 
currents 
4 	= 	ii(x)[(x)U(x)x(x + a/i) + (s + aj)U(x)x(x)] 	(3.56) 
J'5" (X) = 	17(x)€(z)[(x)U(x)X(x + aj) - (x +aj)U(z)x(x)] (3.57) 
Summing over a cube of sites A = 0 on an edge of the hypercube gives the 
following vector and axial vector operator structures. 
(Y)( - (9 1)q(y) = 	JA, (y + aA) 	 (3.58) 
A=O 
= 	J(y+aA) 	 (3.59) 
Variation of the partition function (1) under vector symmetry transformations 
leads to the conservation condition, 
(OJ(z)) = 	(J14 (x) - J,. (x - aft)) = 0 	(3.60) 
whilst variation of the propagator (x(z)(y)) leads to the first Ward identity. 
(OJM (x)X(z)(Y)) = ((z)(y)) [S(x - y) - S(x - z)] 	(3.61) 
JA 
Under the formal replacements J = ZJJJ and x = ZXXRR the field renor-
malizations cancel in the identity (3.61) implying that Zj = 1. The conserved 
current J is not renormalized. A similar argument indicates that J,.6 is not 
renormalized in the massless case. 
In the continuum, the discrete flavour symmetry is exact, so the continuous 
vector and axial vector symmetry groups are enlarged to U(4), and all of the 
structures (-y,., ® ') q and (9 )q are non-renormalized operators corre-
sponding to conserved currents. 
3.6 Results 
The results at one loop for the finite renormalization between two-fermion oper-
ators in lattice and continuum (Pauli-Villars) regularization schemes are given 
in table 3.4 in the third column, headed perturbative corrections. The scale fac- 
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Spin-flavour Resurnmed Perturbative 
structure perturbative correction 
correction 
Spin 0: Scalar / Pseudo-Scalar-- 
1 ® 1 28.6347 38.7246 
8.8013 8.1426 
1.4040 -10.9342 
10 -1.0915 -25.4759 
1 ® -2.3313 -38.8560 
Spin 1: Vector / Pseudo-Vector 
® 1 0.0000 0.0000 
7p®5 2.1156 -22.5089 
1 ( 	2.7532 	0.0000 '\ ( 	0.0000 
-to g 	&/• J -5.6941 	2.3697 ) -5.2679 	-10.0407 
( 2.3770 	1.2105 '\ ( -34.5001 1.1199 
0 E11 	 J 0.0000 	2.3502 ) 0.0000 	-10.0588 
Yi 0 (2 - 2.3697 -10.0407 
o (2 - 2.3502 -10.0588 
3.6707 3.3960 
71 0 715// 2.4039 	- -22.2421 
If 1 0 (72 - 73 ) / vI8 ( 1.5157 	-1.5383 \ ( -16.9473 	9.1710 
71 0 (725  + 735 - 2r45)/v/2-4 f 1.2442 	4.5589 	) 11.7452 	-1.8989 
Spin 2: Tensor 
'y, ® 1 2.4512 -9.9659 
712 0 (6 + e2)/\/ ( 0.7368 	0.0000 ( 0.6818 	0.0000 
712 0 ( 	+ e4)// 	J 1.4617 	3.4729 ) 1.3523 	-21.2531 
712 0 ( 	- e2)/./ 0.7370 0.6818 
712 0 ( 	- 3.4729 -21.2531 
712 0 412 -5.8740 6.8005 
712 0 64 3.9464 -33.0481 
712 ® ( 	+ e2)(3 + 4 )/2 2.79238 -9.6497 
712 0 (i - 2)(3 - 4 )/2 2.79238 -9.6497 
712 0 (i - 2)(43 + e4)/2 2.79238 -9.6497 
712 o (i + 2)(3 - 4 )/2 2.79238 -9.6497 
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Table 3.4: Finite parts of the perturbative corrections to staggered fermion 
two-quark operators OSF.  Scale factor 
tor is g2 Cj /(4ir)2 so that for multiplicative renormalizations, for example that 
of structure 10 1 7  
(1 (9 lq)tt=+ 	38.7246 + O(g4) ] ( 1 ® 1q)c0tt 	(3.62) 
Now, taking an example that includes mixing, we see from the table that 
( 	
® q)ZQtt 	
= 	 (3.63) 
1 (- 	ç' 	•'%Iatt 
\ 
	





0 1 ) (47r) 2  —5.2679 —10.0407 
g 
 *( ® , q)COnt 
The mixing matrix here is required to be lower triangular by the unit shift 
invariance of the diagonal structure 'y ® q. In order to determine the renor-
malization of a general structure 75 ® CF, we must first express it in terms of 
the basis structures of the symmetry group. For example, 
71 ® Eq = 	 (3.64) 
1 	2+3+e4 	1 	e2-3 	1 	e2+32E4 
73 
-y1 ® 	 q + Yi 0 	q + '17i 0 	 q 
so that under renormalization, 
(yi ® 
2q)lOtt = {i - 	10.0407] (7i 0 
2q)conL — 9G1 	 ® 1q)COflt 
(3.65) 
The pseudo-scalar and pseudo-vector structures are not shown as they renormal-
ize in the same way as their scalar, and vector counterparts. Structures 7s® eF 
and 0 renormalize in the same way. Thus, the non-renormalization of 
both vector and pseudo-vector conserved currents J. and J is indicated by the 
entry for 0 1 being zero. 
The second column of table 3.4 contains the finite renormalizations at first order 
after resuming the perturbation series under a partial sum of tadpole diagrams 
undertaken in the next section. 
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k1 	- 	 - kn 
. . . . 
1 
Figure 3.2: The n loop tadpole diagram for the m gluon vertex 
3.7 The Tadpole Diagram 
The diagram of figure 3.2 is the most general tadpole diagram; n loops attached 
to the m gluon vertex. The corresponding expression is 
f (_p)i(_q)i (AJI  (3.66) JAI
1 	V(2n+m)h1 . .. 2m+m ' 
(2n + m n )! SFii ... 2+m 	
(p )  q; ki ... k2n+m)
ii 
 
where field operators remain on external legs and the brackets () around the 
gauge field operators indicate contraction of 2n such operators into n gluon 
propagators. 
Before the Wick expansion, we look at the symmetries of the terms in the inte-
grand in order to collect together equivalent terms. As the gauge field is bosonic, 
the product of gauge fields is symmetric under interchange of the fields, and 
hence under the simultaneous interchange of Lorentz, Gell-Mann, and momenta 
indices. The measure and summations are symmetric in these indices,but the 
terms in the vertex have differing symmetry which we will look at individually. 
The term labelled F corresponds to the emission of all gluons in a single polar-
ization, and so is symmetric in Lorentz indices and momenta separately. Thus, 
we can symmetrize the product of SU(3) generators over Gel-Mann indices, 
and all terms in the Wick expansion give equivalent results. As there are 
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(2n - 1)!! (2n +m of these, the result is 
M) 
(2n -1)!! ( 2n+m (iag)2n+mrn 	
e ' (y5 ® F)ABeicB 
M ) (
2n+m)! AB 
.zn 2n+m 0000 
a2' I 	 (3.67) 
where we have defined coefficients z' by 
i( 	t 	
£hhI262n_1I2 = Zt(I...t 1 ) 	 ( 3.68) I" 13n+m) 
and all of the loop integrals have been done separately to give factors Z0000 . On 
rearranging the combinatoric factors, we see that this result is proportional to 
the F term of V(m),  with constant of proportionality 
(3.69) 
where 
Cj 	—92Z0000 	 (3.70) 
The term labelled G corresponds to gluon emission in two distinct directions. 
The gluon loops correspond to contractions of gluons with the same polarization, 
but the external gluon lines may have either polarization. The indices are divided 
into two groups in this part of the vertex function. Within each group the 
term is symmetric on Lorentz indices and momenta independently, so we may 
symmetrize the product of SU(3) generators into two groups to give 
m —r. 
Z $ t(I2+i ...iI2 1+,)Zn_a '(I2n+i+i"I2n+m) 	 (3.71) 
where r of the m external legs, and .s of the n loops are polarized in the first 
direction. We must distinguish here the terms r = 0 and r = m from the rest. 
In these cases all external gluon legs are similarly polarized, so that the function 
G reduces to the form of F via the relation 
G7(k,0) + G(0,k) = 2F(k)g,, 	 (3.72) 
where g, is one if j.t and ii are distinct, zero otherwise. 
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For each of the terms r = 0 and r = m we can proceed as above, equations 
(3.66) to (3.69), and, on rearranging the indices, sum the two results to get 
(iag)m 	1 
M! 	
e(75 ® 	J  TF AB 	 JA 	 JA 
a 1 	(n 	zm 	22'&{G(ki+...km,0) + G(O,ki+...km )] 	 (3.73) TI S /. 	 I' AB n!2!) - 
Using relation (3.72) we see that this is the F term rescaled by 
cxl n ) 	E,&2n-2sA2& 
'Irdri 	I% .9 	 (3.74)
VAU 8=1 
As A JA is either 0 or ±1, we can use the relation 
2n-2s A 2s = &(D - 1) 	 (3.75) 






• a=1 	3 
The terms r = 1, ..., m - 1 evaluate straightforwardly to the corresponding C 
terms in the vertex function V(m) with scale factors 
TI 	 - 
n! 2! ? ( 	
) z;z'_,  	 (3.77) 
We have now covered all the aspects of the calculation, and proceed only to 
outline the different cases arising in the remaining terms, and give the resulting 
scale factors. 
The term labelled H corresponds to gluon emission in three distinct polariza-
tions. After contracting gluon operators into loop integrals, there may be one, 





a!b!(r& - a - b)! 
(3.78) 
We define r, 3 to be the number of external legs and a, b the number of loops 
in the first two polarizations. The cases r = .s = 0, r = 0 s = m, r = m 3 = 0 
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correspond to all the external legs being similarly polarized, and sum to the F 
term resealed by 
nfl-in-a1 	
in 	 (379) 
(D-1)(D-2)a 	
ZZZy_O_ 
2! 	a=1 b=1 	ab 
The cases r=03>0,r>03=0,r>0s>Or+s=m correspond tothe 











The remaining cases correspond to three distinct polarizations amongst the ex-
ternal legs, and evaluate to the corresponding H term resealed by 





in S (3.81) 
? $ 	?  
Finally the term labelled J in the vertex function V(m) corresponds to gluon 
emission in all four distinct polarizations. The cases divide analogously to those 
above, and give the F, G, H and J terms of the m gluon vertex resealed respec-
tively by the following constants. 
(D - 1)(D— 2)(D - 3)a" n-2n—a—i n—a—b 
( ai 	b=i c=i 
(D_2)(D_3)&t j b ( 
a=i b=1 c=0 
OL 
n n n-an-a-b 
(D-3) 
• a1 b=0 c=0 
ii 	n n-a n—a—b 




ZZZZ_ a_b_ c 
(3.83) 
b 
ZZZ Z__b_ C 
a 	c I 
(3.84) 
b a 	c I 
(3.85) 
zbc I 
3.7.1 The partial sum 
So far we have calculated the expression corresponding to the n-loop tadpole 
diagram, shown in Figure 3.2 taking the four cases of emission in one, two, three, 
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or all four of the possible polarizations separately. The results were resealed 
versions of these same four functions in each case. Collecting all of the resulting 
F terms gives the overall scale factor 
1' ui '" Om Iznm + (D —1) 	( 	j 	 (3.86) 
	
(D_1)(D_2)m__a I m I 	ZC Z6Z n_ 0_b + 2! 	a=1b=1 \ ab / 





a=1 b=1 c=i 	abc 
We define at this point the series of constants 
00 n 
zm=_rz 	 (3.87) 
n=O 
and note that the scale factor in (3.86) multiplies an expression including the 
term Wn which vanishes when the link splitting D is zero, so that D is at least 
1 and at most 4. For D - 1,equation (3.86) reduces to the order term in 
ZO so that the partial sum over all orders of tadpole diagrams yields the scale 





	( : ) Z
a° Za 	 (3.88) 
is the nth  order term from ZoZm,  the resulting scale factor on summing to 
all orders. From the form of (3.86) we see that when D = 3 we bring in a 
trinomial  term, and when D = 4 a quadrinomial, in such a way that in general 
we have the n 1 order term in Zm(Zo)D_l. Similarly, collecting together the C, 
H and J terms we find the results are the order terms in the expansions of 
ZrZm_r(ZO)D_2, ZrZaZm_?_s(Zo)D_3, and ZrZSZtZm_r_s_t. Thus, the partial 
sum of this class of diagrams has the form of the original vertex V(m)  with the 
terms resealed. The case m = 0 is distinct, but an equivalent (and simpler) 
calculation gives the result O) = (Zo)DV(o) for the resealed vertex. Clearly Zm 
is the suppression factor associated with a link emitting m external gluon legs. 
Figure 3.3: Link variable fluctuation 
3.8 Concluding Remarks 
In the above section we saw that a partial sum of tadpole diagrams recovers 
rescaled versions of the original vertex functions, which can be used with mod-
ified Feynman rules (the modification being to exclude tadpole diagrams) to 
calculate in a resumn-ied perturbative expansion. This will be of use if the sup-
pression factors zm really do account for much of the suppression due to link 
variable fluctuation. 
We can check the suppression factor Z° against the suppression due to link vari-
able fluctuations both numerically and analytically. Numerically we will check 
it's value Z° = 0.90 at /J = 6.15, against our field configurations. Link vari-
ables U. = ezp{iagA',t'} lie on a closed surface. Looking at the U(1) subgroup 
generated by a single Gell-Mann matrix, t, the surface is a circle, U = 
illustrated in figure 3.3. Fluctuations in the angle agA will cancel, leaving an 
average < U >= al. However, the field U is gauge variant. In a random gauge, 
the field will vary uniformly over it's whole range, so that < U >= 0. This 
is a rough gauge: the gauge field is not small, and the gauge transformation 
(z) from a free field U,4 (x) = 1 into a rough gauge U,.(x) = S1(x)S1-1(x ± f) 
is not analytic in the continuum limit. To regain contact with our analytical 
calculation in perturbation theory, we must either fix a "smooth" gauge oi look 
at gauge invariants. The best "smooth" gauge is Landau gauge [RDL88] which 
we iterate towards by maximizing < 1trU> . It is not unique. Around Landau 
gauge the gauge field is small, and gauge transformations are analytic in the 
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continuum limit so that we can compare < 1trU > directly with the suppres-
sion factor Z°. On our configurations we find a good agreement with Z ° 0.90, 
and < 1trU > 0.89. The simplest gauge invariant function of the gauge field 
is the plaquette < U0 > 0.60. This is a product of four links, so we compare 
it to (Z°) 4 0.66 and see rough agreement 
We do not expect accurate matches here, as the calculation of Z° did not ac-
count for the gluon self-energy. But if this factor represents a significant part 
of the suppression of operators by gauge field fluctuation, we would expect the 
use of rescaled vertices in a perturbative calculation of operator renormalization 
to give much smaller multiplicative corrections. Table 3.4 gives 'the one loop 
renormalizations of two-fermion operators in the third column, together with 
the equivalent results from the rescaled calculation at /3 = 6.15 in the second 
column. The self-energy contribution was fixed by -requiring the structure -y ® 1 
to be uncorrected, and so includes an equivalent partial sum of tadpole diagrams 
in the quark propagator. The scale factor is 1/120 at this /3 value, so a value 
of 12 represents a 10% effect at one loop. We see that taking account of the par-
tial sum removes the large multiplicative renormalizations leaving predominantly 
mixing effects, although a residual link dependent suppression remains amongst 
spin-zero operators. The suppression effect is most significant with four-fermion 
operators found in the effective Hamiltonian for weak interaction. Two of the 
operators required contain zero and eight links respectively [KS87]. Standard 
one loop perturbation theory would give a relative suppression of 128% . The 
suppression factor is no longer even positive! Clearly the linear approximation 
has completely broken down. Using the partial sum, we factorize out a sup-
pression (Z°) 8  0.43 to leave a resumed perturbative correction totalling 51% 
- still large, but manageable. The important feature of the partial sum is that 
the whole spin-flavour dependence of the calcultation factorizes to leave an ex-
pression for the suppression due to one link only. This is much closer to 1, and 
much more rapidly convergent than perturbative expansions for the suppression 
due to up to eight links on a four-fermion operator. 
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Chapter 4 
Renormalization of the Staggered Fermion 
Weak Hamiltonian 
4.1 Symmetries 
The general four-fermion operator 
04 = (t1  ® i'i (& 1 q)(t 2  ® 72 (9 2q) 	 (4.1) 
has colour structure t 1  ® t 2 , spin structure 072, and flavour structure 
First let us consider the colour structure. The operators of interest are isotropic 
on colour indices, so the only possible structures for the four-fermion product 
are 	and 5i18kj  Note that the structure 	although an isotropic 
four index tensor, is not valid, as the fields q must contract with the dual fields 
. Using the colour algebra identities 
1 8ij8lcl 	_5it5kj + 2 
N 
	
(i_i 	 kj 
- 1 \ N 2N 
	ts/t. 	 (4.2) 
where Nc is the number of colours, and C1 the quadratic Casimir invariant 
in the fundamental representation 	we see that the two colour structures 
(1q)(q1q) and 	tjq)(t jq) form a basis of this space. In terms of the colour. 
symmetry group SU(3), quark and antiquark fields lie in the fundamental and 
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conjugate representations 3 and , so that four-fermion operators lie in the 
product representation 
	
= (18)®(18) 	 (4.3) 
= 188(8®8) 	 (4.4) 
and the colour singlet representation occurs twice in the decomposition, once in 
1 ® 1, and once in 8 ® 8 corresponding to our basis elements. 
All of the operators of interest constitute one dimensional irreps of the symmetry 
group defined by parities under the symmetry transformations. If e form an 
orthonormal basis amongst two-fermi operators of the irrep R of dimension dR 
(It 1, ..., dR), then the scalar products 
OR 
 - 1 dR 
'ç R R®S 	 (4.5) 
are realizations of the singlet irrep S. Further, the set of such realizations for 
all two-fermion irreps R forms a basis of the eigenspace of irrep S amongst the 
four-fermion operators.  
To take an example, S = H -- is a singlet irrep labelled as JPC•  Let e R= 
® q where R as  as given in table 3.3. Then 
R ® S= ( i., i)-+ ® 	(i., 
})l_ 	
(4.6) 
which from table 3.3 has basis structures 7,5 ® 	( s is short for 	so that 
e JA
RØS  - -( q7 s 0 p&)q 	 (4.7) 
OR 
=;74= ® ) qq(1'15 0 	 (4.8) 
This is a four-fermion operator transforming as S = H . Further, all four-
fermion operators which will mix with this one under radiative corrections are 
specified by the same procedure, using a different R. The mixing matrix for this 
set of operators is thus indexed by the two-fermion irreps. 
From equation (2.10) we see that the structures of interest are -yj 0 L and 
7,,L 0 &AR which are combinations of 	± y 5 0 C.5 and 7A 0 s ± 7,5 ® Cm . 
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Under the flavour projection method outlined in chapter 2, the spin structure 
of the four-fermion operator is projected from the diagonal structures 




by the flavour of the pion and Kaon operators used. This means that resulting 
operators have the same flavour structure as spin, and the operators of interest 
are 
= 	 ® )q(y, (9 )q ± 	(9 5 )q(7 5 0 5)q (4.10) 
= 	 0 )q(-y,s (9 s)q ± 	0 	(9 1 )q (4.11) 
JA 
The operators D1 and D transform as the singlet irreps 5 = 1++D± and M 
respectively. They have the structure under equation (4.5) 
I = J_. 10( i' 2, 	± (4.12) 
The above operators and projections are relevant to the 'Eight' diagrams, figure 
2.4(a) and (c), in which the two flavours F11. and FK in 04 = ('yF (9 'F)qq(7F 0 
are projected out of the operator (0)X(0)(0)(0), equations (2.45) and (2.48), 







However, for the 'Eye' diagrams, figure 2.4(b) and (d), in which the pion and 
Kaon operators can only project one structure into 04 , the projected operator 
from equation (2.58) is 
04 = (47s (9 q)(q-i  (9  q) 	 (4.15) 
so that the operators of interest for eye graphs are . D1 as above and 
D 3 = 	 0 5 )q(-y (9 )q ± 	0 )q(7p 0 	(4.16) V8 JA 
D transform as the singlet irreps 1 1)± and have the structure 
1 r 	-D 	( kYf'1 ±0 2.2 	 (4.17) 
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under equation (4.5). 
If we are not making use of the flavour projection mechanism, we must still 
take account of it. S. Sharpe et al [KS87,SPG*87] are constructing similar 
correlators, but using only pseudo Goldstone flavours ® 6q for the pion 
and Kaon operators. These give the cleanest signals in hadron correlators, and 
connect directly to various Ward identities. For the 'Eight' and 'Eye' diagrams, 
they correlate with the pseudo-scalar and scalar flavours respectively in the four-
fermion operators. Thus, the two-fermion operators of interest and their irreps 
are 
-ye. ® 1 / 	 (4.18) ( 12., 21 ) +—s  
705®1 	ij 1 --S (4.19) 
I 






The combinations of interest are 
S11 = 	('y 1 ® 1q)(7 (9 lq) ± (-y ® 1q)(7 5 (9 lq) 	(4.22) 
S±2 
= (4.23) 
which transform as 	and 
S±3 = (-y 0 1q)(7 5 0 lq) ± (-y 0 1q)(-y 0 lq) 	(4.24) 
S = 	 ® sq) ±(YM 5  05q)(q7(9sq) (4.25) 
which transform as 
In the following sections we proceed to outline the calculation of the finite renor- 
malizations between lattice and continuum four-fermion operators cf. equation 
(3.5). 
QLATT — . 2CONT 	 (4.26 i 	— 	$35 
latt Zij  = i5 + (4)2 (PiS — Pis
cont 
 ) + 0(g4 ) 
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The Z,, form a mixing matrix, block diagonal in a basis of irreps of the lattice 
symmetry group. The mixing matrices of interest are those for the irreps 1++D, 
D 
I-+1) , and If we had the full non-perturbative mixing matrix, 
then its inverse would give renormaiized formulations for continuum operators 







ii - (4)2 (i' - 	 ) + O(4)] QLATT 	(4.27) 
so we don't need to invert the mixing matrices, and hence do not need to know 
all its rows. In the results section, we give the finite renormalizations for the 
structures of interest only, not the full mixing matrices. 
4.2 Shift Invariance and Discrete Flavour 
As in the case of two-fermion operators, the coordinate space formulation vi-
olates unit shift symmetry amongst four-fermion operators, even at zero phys-
ical momentum, and in this case there is no shift-symmetric subclass. In a 
shift-symmetric formalism, the action of unit shift operators E on four-fermion 
operators would be multiplicative with the resultant phases (_i)E ~ ' en-
suring that mixing is limited to the sixteen flavour structures eAF (9 eAF'  with 
the same product (eF&'). 
In reviewing the possibility of a E,-covariant formalism, an important point to 
note is that whilst the calculations are done at zero physical momentum, the 
results are independent of physical momentum, and so relevant to operators con-
structed on a single hypercube. The results are of use in relation to a numerical 
calculation of matrix elements of these operators, and such calculations are only 
feasible with local operators [DHKS87]. 
An alternative approach is to identify the flavour and spin indices in momentum 
space [STW81,vdDS83,GS84b] taking linear combinations of the one component 
Grassman fields in different sectors of the Brillouin zone. 
aa(p) = 	(_l)7X(p+!4) 	 (4.28) 
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The result is defined only on 'physical' momenta pin the range {, 	. This is 
insufficient to isolate a single lattice site, so in coordinate space the fields çbc( x ) 
are non-local functions of the one-component fields x  A direct construction 
of multi-quark operators from 0 would involve point-splitting across arbitrarily 
large distances. In an interacting theory, point-split combinations (x1)'x(x2) 
must be made gauge covariant by contraction on a product of link variables 
U(x 1 ,x2 ) between the sites. To ensure a rapid return of rotational covariance 
on averaging over gauge field configurations we must construct U(x 1 , x 2 ) as the 
average over all shortest paths [GS84b], which is not practical for arbitrarily large 
point splitings. Instead, we can look at the staggered fermion symmetry group 
on one timeslice, GTS. The lattice fields transform according to the defining 
representation 8 of this group. The two- and three-fermion structures 
MAB = >2 5 2 DA(Z)DBX'(X) 	 (4.29) 
Xx key  en 
BABC = >2 eiJkDAx'(x)DBx(x)Dcx " (x) 	(4.30) 
Xzkeyen 
transform according to the product representations 8 x 8 and 8 x 8 x 8 respec-
tively [Go186b,GS85], and by decomposing these product representations we can 
construct meson and baryon operators in each irreducible representation (the 
connection between the group and notation in table 3.3 and that of references 
[Gol86b,GS85] is given in [Gol86a]). Operators defined on one timeslice excite 
two parity states, but the symmetry group is sufficient to determine the spin 
and flavour structure for each unambiguously. Looking at the symmetry group 
at general momentum [KS87] we see that we can extend the construction to 
operators at physical momentum k by the simple device 
>2 e 1 	 (4.31) 
One could extend the procedure to four-fermi operators. The structures 
SABCD = >2 Sjj Ski DA'(x)DBx(x)Dc(x)DDx'(x) 	(4.32) 
Xzbeven 
AABCD = >2 	 (4.33) 
Xzeven I 	 - 
transform according to the product representation 8 x 8 x 8 x 8. Decomposi-
tion of this would give operators transforming according to each irrep, but this 
is no longer sufficient to determine the full spin-flavour structure. Some con-
nection, valid in 'the classical continuum limit, with the spin-flavour structure 
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identification of single fermion fields, equation (4.28), is required to distinguish 
for example between the operator 
2O(}') 	= 	0 	0 	 (4.34) 
appropriate to weak matrix elements between pseudo Goldstone boson states for 
the external mesons, and the operator 
+ 	= 	® 	 (4.35) 
which is not relevant to weak decays and does not correlate with pseudo Gold-
stone bosons. Both of these operators are in the irrep and are shift invari-
ant. 
A further problem with the momentum space formulation is the construction 
of local operators. Integration over physical momentum in the range { , 
is not sufficient to isolate a single lattice site. We must also sum over different 
spin-flavour structures. For example, 
w/2a d 3  k 
(2)3X(0)W(0) = !_1r/2a 
(2)3 Mo .o (k) 	 (4.36) 
and M0 ,0 is a combination of eight operators transforming under different irre-
ducible representations, which excite the sixteen spin flavour structures 7A 0 
These may be used in conjunction with some flavour projection mechanism to 
construct calculable lattice correlators. Indeed this is the basis of the standard 
meson correlators on the lattice. Analogously, one could presumably find combi-
nations of four-fermi operators local on the lattice, and use these in conjunction 
with assumptions of flavour projection to calculate weak matrix element corre-
lators, although the flavour projection mechanism is limited in the case of Eye 
graphs as outlined in chapter 2 and [DIIKS87]. 
Rather than delve further into the problems and possibilities of a momentum 
space construction, we observe at this point that the flavour projection mecha-
nism means that many of the mixings in any formulation can be neglected. In 
an eight graph contraction illustrated in the previous chapter the pion and Kaon 
flavour structures and FK  will only correlate with operators 
7s 0 eF17s 0 eFKq 	 (4.37) 
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Thus, only the mixings of D and D with the cases R 1 , R2 (, )or 8 are 
	
relevant, and only the mixings of S, S with 	 and 	. This 
is a stronger constraint than discrete shift invariance as it specifies both flavour 
structures eF  and CF',  not just the product. 
The operators D S±1 S are relevant to Eye graphs wherein the flavour projec-
tion restriction is equivalent to a discrete shift invariance restriction. Only the 
structures FF' = 1 are relevant. 
4.3 Calculation 
As shown above, the finite renormalization between lattice and continuum is 
the difference between the divergent renormalizations calculated on the lattice, 
and with a Pauli-Viliars cut-off in the continuum. Firstly, let us look at the 
continuum calculation. Here there is no flavour mixing, and the operators of 
interest are 
OLL = >417Lq2437,4Lq4 	 (4.38) 
°LR = >q17,ALq2437,iRq4 	 (4.39) 
As outlined in the previous sections, these operators mix into the sector of colour 
structure tj ® ij, so it is sensible to use a Fierz symmetric. basis. For OLL  the 
basis operators are 
0± = C1 	(iyi,q) ± 	17LtIq2)(q371 LtJq4) 	(4.40) 
4LiI 
which are Fierz symmetric in the sense that 
01234 -* ±o1432 	 (4.41) 
under the joint application of the Fierz transform, equation (2.54), and the 
colour algebra identities, equations (2.56) and (2.57). The superscripts 1234, 
1432 refer to the ordering of the quark fields. At zero momenta the resulting 
radiative corrections are 
000NT = QTREE - 
	
Q 
(4)27± in - + 





Figure 4.1: Diagrams of colour structure 1 ® 1 contributing at one loop to the 
staggered fermion four-quark operator °SF,S'F' 
with anomalous dimensions 	= ±6 ( Nr l ) The points to note are that the 
corrections are-independent of the spin-flavour corrections, and are pure diver-
gences in terms of the Pauli Villars cutoff. Q and the infra-red regulating mass 
for the gluon c. The divergences will cancel between lattice and continuum 
corrections leaving only the finite terms from the lattice calculation. In the fol-
lowing lattice calculation, we will drop the divergences, and give the results for 
LATT - coNT, the first order corrections with coefficient g 2 C1 /(4ir)2 . 
We proceed now to the lattice calculation. The one loop diagrams fall into 
two catagories, shown in figures .4.1 and 4.2. The former have trivial colour 
structure 10 1 ,  the latter have colour structure t1®i1 arising from the exchange 
of a gluon between fermion lines. In addition there are self-energy corrections 
to the external gluon lines which contribute trivially. The diagrams fall into six 
groups considered separately. The notation is that 
GM  refers to the sum of the 
radiative corrections arising from the graphs of figure 4.1(a). 
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Figure 4.2: Diagrams of colour structure ii ® t1 contributing at one loop to the 
staggered fermion four-quark operator °SF,S'F' 
The diagrams of figure 4.1 factorize into the product of two-fermion diagrams 
calculated in the last chapter, and zeroth order vertices. For the first diagram-
the associated integral is 
= J r') (A, —p; k) G(p, —q)"T'$?(q, _ r)lmG( r, _3)mnT()(3 - B; l)" 
'(k l)V$.,(C,  —D)' 1 ' 	 (4.43) 
The calculation of the graphs in figure 4.1(a) is the same as that for figure 3.1(a), 
and the two graphs sum to the expression 
= 	 [(7PPMSNrIS (&eMFN )('ys' (9&' ) +(7s (gF ) ( 7PMS'N (&MF'N)] 
zpoMN 
(4.44) 
The divergence of the coefficients Y can be subtracted and cancelled against 
the continuum calculation, and the self-energy terms included as in the previous 
chapter to leave finite coefficients X, and the finite residual correction from the 
cancellation of divergences, as in equation (3.36). Similarly, the calculation of 





in figures 3.1(b), (c), and (d), and the graphs sum to the expressions 
= 9C1 	
Y, {[i + (—)°](S +2 F)(75MsN 0 L5MFN)(7S' 0 eF) 
(4JT-)2 MNp 
+ [1 + (_) S'h'P](5 +2 F)(7s (& 'F)(7p5MS'N (9 5MF'N)} (4.45) 
GM 
- 	 ' 1 
Ii D(41r) 2ZJ(Y0e0 	 (4.46) (4)2 
The graphs of figure 4.2 have colour structure t 1 0 ti arising from the exchange 
of a gluon between fermion lines. Their evaluation proceeds in a very similar 
fashion to that of the two-fermion operators in the last chapter. Taking the first 
graph in figure 4.2(a), the corresponding expression is 
r(1) ( z.A, 	J —p; k)G(p, _q)kt  V$? (q; - B)D'(—k — 1) 	(4.47) Al a 1w 
k'l' ,(o) xrj(C, —r; l)i'k'G( r, —s) 	s'F'(; —D)'3' 
Applying the relations (3.21), (3.22) and the further expansion 
e(7s (& F)AB = el, EEM(q5)(7Ms (9 eMF)AB 	 (4.48) 
in place of equation (3.27) results in the same coefficients X J as the graphs of 
figure 3.1(a), but the mixing is spread across the two two-fermion structures as 
follows. 
(7MPMs 0 'MF)(7NS' (9 'NF') 	. 	 (4.49) 
The other graphs of figure 4.2(a) yield the same result with the y and matrices 
permuted. The graphs sum to the expression 
GM 	
M 
[7srvip 0 'FM) - (7ppis 0 MF)] (4.50)  XZN  ENp  
X [(7s'N (9 F'N) - (7Ns' 0 eNF)} 
As with GM, the continuum and self-energy corrections have the effect of can-
ceiling the divergences to leave the finite coefficients X and the residual finite 
correction as in equation (3.36). The symmetry between the expressions 
GM  and 
GM is explicit in the continuum calculation, which is done in a Fierz symmetric 
basis. 
The graphs of figure 4.2(b) correspond to those of figure 4.1(b) in that they 
contain the same propagators and vertices, and we can use equations (3.38) 
and (3.39) to resolve the structure aad momentum dependence of the one gluon 
vertex as in subsection 3.33. However, the exchange of the gluon across fermion 
lines implies that the reduction (4.48) is needed in place of (3.27). This results 
in a different set of coefficients 
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UN = i(4ir)2 f'r F 4  B(çb)F(b) cos2 	sin 	 EL(OJ,)EM(q-9)EN(—cb) 2 12 
'$ 	2 
(4.51) 




i UL MN 	 (4.52) G 	- (4.)2 
LMNsp 
{(S +2 F,)(7,5LsM (9 s5LFM)[(7S'Np,& (9 'F'N) (7ipivs' ® NF')] 
+ (S +2 F,)[(7sN. (& FN) - (7pptvs (g ENF)](1',L5LS'M (& 5LFtM)} 
Finally, the graph in figure 4.2(c) corresponds to those in figure 4.1(c) in that it 
is a lattice artifact associated with the suppression of operators by link variable 
fluctuation. After extracting the spin structure of the quark propagator and 
vertices, equations (3.21) (3.22); resolving the structure and momentum depen-
dence of the gluon emission vertices, equations (3.38) (3.39); and expanding the 
spin-flavour structure left in the exponentials, equation (3.27), we are left with 
the following expansion, 
= - 
	2 	
VLMN(S P  +2 FM )( S+2F)(75KsL (g5KFL)(7s5MS'N(gs5MF'N) 
KLMN 
(4.53) 






B() j 	EK(9)EL(-9)- 	EM(—O)EN(9—cb) 
(4.54) 
Note that as (S +2 F),A indicates the presence of links U. in a two-fermion op-
erator, GM will vanish unless the two two-feñiiion substructures are point-split 
in a common direction. In this case, the dominant effect of 
GM  is a suppression 
associated with link variable fluctuation, and this effect is contained in the four 
coefficients V 0which, from table 4.1, are an order of magnitude greater than 
the others. This effect is not included in the partial sum of tadpole diagrams, but 
will result in a further multiplicative suppression of Fierz symmetric operators. 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 give the independent non-vanishing coefficients UNand 











7 -' A,! TTl KLMN 
0 0000 0000 4.59356(5) 1101 0101 0000 -0.02853(0) 0001 1110 0111 0.00443(0) 
00 1110 0000 -0.61016(3) 0000 0110 1100 0.01439(0) 0001 1001 0000 -0.00443(0' 
00 0000 0111 0.47804(4) 0000 0100 1101 -0.01439(0) 0001 1110 0000 0.00443(0) 
00 0111 0000 -0.47804(4) 0111 0010 1011 0.01439(0) 0011 1100 0000 0.00443(0) 
00 0011 0000 0.19347(1) 0011 0111 1110 -0.01439(0) 0111 1000 0011 0.00443(0) 
11 0111 0111 0.18678(1) 0000 1111 0000 0.01328(0) 0111 1111 0011 -0.00443(0; 
00 0101 1011 0.09674(1) 0000 1111 1000 0.01328(0) 1100 1001 1001 0.00306(0) 
00 1000 1000 -0.08559(1) 0111 1000 0111 0.01328(0) 0111 1111 0010 -0.00190(0; 
00 1101 0111 -0.08333(0) 0111 1111 0000 -0.01328(0) 0001 1110 0101 0.00148(0) 
00 1100 1100 0.08333(0) 0111 0100 0100 0.01222(0) 0001 1110 1101 0.00148(0) 
11 1110 1110 0.08333(0) 1011 0011- 1110 -0.00951(0) 0001 1110 1110 0.00148(0) 
00 1010 0111 0.08333(0) 0110 1110 0110 -0.00951(0) 0001 1001 1011 -0.00148(0) 
01 1110 1101 0.04837(1) 1110 1100 1110 -0.00719(0) 0011 1100 1100 0.00148(0) 
11 1001 0111 0.03453(0) 1010 1100 1101 0.00719(0) 0011 1100 0110 0.00148(0) 
00 0001 0000 -0.02877(0) 1110 1100 1001 -0.00719(0) 1011 0011 0100 -0.00148(0) 
00 0001 0110 -0.02877(0) 0111 0010 1001 0.00611(0) 1011 0100 0011 0.00148(0) 
00 0101 0010 0.02877(0) 0111 1111 0111 -0.00572(0) 1100 0100 1010 -0.00063(0) 
fl 0110 0111 -0.02877(0)  11001 0100 1 1100 -0.00063(0) 
Table 4.1: Independent components of the lattice integral v/MN. 
following properties. 
UN 	symmetric on LM 
UJN = 0 unless (L + M + N)MOD2 = p5 	 (4.55) 
VKLMN 	symmetric on KL, MN, and interchange KL MN 
VILMN = 0 unless (K + L + M + N)MOD2 = 0 	 (4.56) 
The expansion of these linear series, and the expression of the results in terms 
of the group theoretic basis developed in the previous section, was done by 
an analytical manipulation program. The presentation and explanation of the 
results follows in the next section. 
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T 
Li M TT 1 ,l 11LMN 
r 
Lij_IVI 
F TT 2 ' 
LILMN 
0000 0000 0.67394(5) 0000 0000 0.73216(5) 
0000 0111 -0.29170(4) 0000 0111 -0.36608(3) 
0000 1011 -0.17261(3) 0000 1110 -0.19068(4) 
0111 0111 0.09059(2) 0000 1001 0.12712(5) 
0000 0011 0.08127(5) 0000 0011 0.09012(3) 
0000 1001 0.07191(2) 0000 1011 -0.08772(2) 
1011 0111 0.07191(2) 0000 0100 -0.06758(5) 
0000 1000 -0.04763(2) 0111 1101 0.06358(4) 
1011 1101 0.04063(5) 0000 1100 0.04384(4) 
0000 0001 -0.03345(5) 0111 1011 0.04384(4) 
0011 0111 -0.03345(5) 1011 1011 0.03239(3) 
0111 1001 -0.02880(4) 0000 0101 0.02982(4) 
0000 1111 0.01949(3) 1011 1101 0.02982(4) 
0111 1000 0.01949(3) 0011 0111 -0.02249(4) 
1001 1011 -0.01671(5) 1001 1101 -0.02249(4) 
0011 1011 -0.01587(4) 0000 0001 -0.01986(5) 
0001 0111 0.01427(4) 1001 1011 -0.01986(5) 
0111 1111 -0.00856(3) 1011 1100 -0.01616(5) 
1001 1010 0.00711(4) 0000 1000 -0.01520(5) 
0001 1110 0.00646(3) 0011 1011 -0.01520(5) 
0101 1010 0.00646(3) 0000 1111 0.01141(4) 
0001 1001 -0.00286(2) 1011 0100 0.01141(4) 
0101 1011 -0.01066(4) 
0101 0111 -0.00990(4) 
1100 1110 -0.00990(4) 
0101 1101 -0.00760(4) 
0001 1011 0.00713(5) 
1000 1011 0.00541(4) 
1011 1111 -0.00407(5) 
0001 1110 0.00377(2) 
0011 1100 0.00377(2) 
0101 1010 0.00377(2) 
0111 1000 0.00377(2) 
0101 1100 0.00358(4) 
0101 0110 0.00272(5) 






Table 4.2: Independent components of the lattice integral U'jN. 
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4.4 Results 
Firstly consider the results for colour structure 1 ® 1. These correspond to the 
self-energy, and the diagrams of figure 4.1. As the quark lines are disconnected in 
these graphs, they factorize into two-fermion graphs. The results are thus mainly 
multiplicative renorma.lizations, and can be determined from the two-fermion 
renormalizations of table 3.4. Structures (s (9 eF5) and (ys (9 p) renormalize 
in the same way, so the pseudo-scalar and pseudo-vector renormalizations can 
be determined from the scalar and vector results given. As an example, consider 
the four-fermion operators of equation (4.10), structure 1++D+• 
1 E = -= 	q(-y ® q ± 	® 5)q(-y ® 
8 
(4.57) 
Now, from table 3.4 we see that 
(& q)LATT = [ i + 	14.7802 + O(g4)] 	(& q) CONT (4.58) (4ir.) 2 
(7M5 0 
5q)LATT = [i + g2Cj 14.7802 + O(g4) (75 0 
q)CONT(459) 
(4n.) 2 
so that the renormaiized four-fermion operator evaluates to 
LATT 
= + 21 14.7802 + O(g4 ) ] D CONT+ter of colour structure t1®t1 (4)2 
(4.60) 
The scale factor g2 Cj/(41r)2  arises naturally in the above renormalization. Using 
the same coefficients, tables 4.3, 4.4,and 4.5 give the mixing coefficients p such 
that 
QLATT = ZOCONT - g2 000NT 
101 	101 	(4 . )2 P 	 (4.61) 
at renorrnalization point Qa = 1. The rows of these tables are labelled by 
irreps of the symmetry group. Table 4.3 covers the U(1)A doublet eigenstates 
used with the flavour projection mechanism, chapter 2, as given in equations 
(4.10), (4.11) and (4.16). Tables 4.4, and 4.5 cover the U(1)A singlet states used 
with pseudo Goldstone bosons for pion and Kaon operators, reference [KS87] 
equations (4.22) to (4.25). Thus, for example, the operator D. above mixes into 
the sector of colour structure tj ® tj as follows. 





+_ 	] (4.62) 
7.1761 1 	 1 	8.7770 
+ 
	[,I)++Do& + (4'}) j + + O8D] 
+ 11.5537 [O ((1'0)9(0'1)]++D + 
	
} 
The operators OR  are labelled by spin-flavour symmetry as in equation (4.5) 
and table 3.3, but have colour structure t1 ® ti -so that, for example, 
0(
1_ , I_)++D 1 
2 2 = - 	 ® ) tIqq( 5 ® ) i iq 	(4.63) v4 JA I 
The operators with which D n  mix under renormalization are labelled as follows: 
where two representations R 1 and R 2 are given they form a U(1)A doublet, so 
that 
0R2 ' 0R1 
under an U(1)A transformation. The combinations [QR1 ± 0R2 ] are the or- 72- 
thonormal eigenstates with which D n  mix. There may be two distinct two-
fermion operators which transform as R, for example, 
013 = 	® q' 	 (4.64) 
= 7i ® 4 (4.65) 
V3= 
transform as (1  1) 
+D 
as shown in table 3.3. Amongst the four-fermion op-2 1 2 
erators, there are four structures which are invariant, and determined by irrep 
(1 1) +D via the relation (4.5). In the sector of colour structure tj- ® t1 these 
are 
-'ii i'—+ 







2and 0  similarly. These are distinguished by the,  
labels in tables 4.3,4.4 and 4.5. The members of the irreps 6++D  and 6+D  are 
mixed amongst themselves by U(1)A transformations. For example, q712 0.62q 
transforms under rotation, reflection, and charge conjugation as an element of 
M. 
6. Under U(1)A transformation it maps onto 41y34 ® 4q, another element 
of the same irrep. However, 4712 ® ( i - 2)(3 + 4)q transforms in the same 
way as 4112 	12 q under rotations, reflections, and charge conjugations, but 
is mapped to —q7 34 ® ( - 	+ 2)q wider U(1)A transformation. Thus, 
the four-fermion operators and °226++D have panty +1 under U(1)A , and 
6++D 	6++D 	 —+D 012 O have panty —1. The same argument follows for 6 	structures. 
As a final note on table 4.3 we recall that whereas D1
- 
 transform as 1++D  and 
R ® 1++D R for all U(1)A doublet irreps R, D 2  and D 3  transform as H 
and I')±. As D', D2 , and D3 have different symmetry properties, they will 
mix with different operators, but the operators have the same labels. Using 
equation (4.5) we see, for example, that the labels R 1 = [(1, 0) ED  (0, i)]_D R2 = 
{(1,0)(o,1)}_D in table 3.3 correspond to the operators *[0&  ± 0R2 ] for D. 
Now, 










e' 	= ,= 	® 1q)(7 5  ® lq)for DJA JA 
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 are simpler in that we are not projecting out U(1)A eigen-
states. The comments above on multiplicity apply, with irreps 
[(1,0) ED  (0 1  i)J, [(1, 0) ED (0, i)] 	corresponding to four structures distinguished 
by the labels 11,12,21,22. Also, as with table 4.3, S and S ±2 transform as 
whereas S S±4 transform as H 	so that the operators with which. they mix 
are different. 
= e I++s e I++s®I++s = ( 1 ® 1q)(1 lq)for Sand S 
I++s j++S® 	
= ( 1 ® 1q)(1 ® ( 1 +2 +3+4))f Sand S = e 	e  
2 
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Renormalized continuum operators Renormalized lattice operators 
R1 R2 D  D 2  D 
1++D H 
H ++D 
En +-D g3 -+D 8.7295 0.7695 -8.7295 -0.7695 
-+D g3 +-D 7.6097 -1.9406 -7.6097 1.9406 
( 	
1'\++D (i 	i\ 11 21 2 k2'2) 
12 
21 
22 7.1761 3.2114 7.1761 3.2114 
(1 	
1\+D (i 	 D 11 '2'2) 2'2) 
12 
21 
22 7.1761 -3.2114 
8+-D 
8.7770 -1.3889 
8--D 8.7770 1.3889 8.7770 1.3889 
[(1,0) ® (01 1)] +D ((1,0) (D (0, i)]+D 0.7919 1.8203 
[(1,0) ED  (0, i)]_D [(1,0) e (0, 1)] 11.5536 -7.1547 11.5536 -7.1547 








Table 4.3: Doublet mixing into colour structure t 1 0 t1 . Scale factor 
S S  S S. 
i+ 1.7633 -1.7633 1.3472 -1.3472 
0.1715 -0.1715 1.4424 -1.4424 
1.3472 1.3472 1.7633 1.7633 
1.4424 1.4424 0.1715 0.1715 
1.1218 -1.1218 4.3728 -4.3728 
0.5161 -0.5161 7.3153 -7.3153 
4.3728 4.3728 1.1218 1.1218 
7.3153 7.3153 0.5161 0.5161 
(ii)++5 
27 4.8873 4.8873 1.1407 1.1407 
21 2 2.1210 -2.1210 0.5778 -0.5778 
2.8506 -2.8506 1.1407 -1.1407 
(,2)5 
2.1210 2.1210 1.0659 1.0659 
(, 	) 1.1407 -1.1407 4.8873 -4.8873 -s 
(, 	) 0.5778 0.5778 2.1210 2.1210 
1.1407 1.1407 2.8506 2.8506 
(11)+5 1.0659 -1.0659 2.1210 -2.1210 
11 2.3067 2.3067 1.8977 1.8977 
12 -0.3542 -0.3542 -0.8930 -0.8930 
21 -0.3542 -0.3542 -0.8930 -0.8930 
22 1.8977 1.8977 3.7469 3.7469 
11 4.0579 -4.0579 2.3067 -2.3067 
12 0.3542 -0.3542 -0.3542 0.3542 
21 0.3542 -0.3542 -0.3542 0.3542 
22 1.5866 -1.5866 1.8977 -1.8977 
[(1, 0) e (0, 1)] - S 	11 4.1817 4.1817 14.6647 14.6647 
12 -2.4241 -2.4241 
21 -2.4241 -2.4241 
 22 0.0775 0.0775 -3.1451 -3.1451 
[(1,0) e (O-,1-)] 	11 6.1670 -6.1670 1.4152 -1.4152 
12 -2.4241 2.4241 
21 -2.4241 2.4241 
22 5.5144 -5.5144 2.8440 -2.8440 
11 1.2603 1.2603 12.4572 12.4572 
12 
21 
22 12.4572 -12.4572 1.2603 -1.2603 
11 2.8440 2.8440 5.5144 5.5144 
12 
21 
22 4.0723 -4.0723 1.8628 -1.8628 
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Table 4.4: Singlet mixing into colour structure i ® tj-. Scale factor -92 
S+3 S3  S4 ('4 
I++s 




(, 5.0257 5.0257 1.1406 1.1406 
( 1 	i)+-S 2.1210 -2.1210 1.3100 -1.3100 
(1 i)_+S 
5.0257 -5.0257 1.1406 -1.1406 
(' 	)ii 
2.1210 2.1210 1.3100 1.3100 
(11 12) 1.1406 -1.1406 5.0257 -5.0257 
(, 	) 	
-s 
1.3100 1.3100 2.1210 2.1210 
(, 	) 1.1406 1.1406 5.0257 5.0257 
( 1 	i)+5 1.3100 -1.3100 2.1210 -2.1210 
11 -0.3541 -0.3541 0.3541 0.3541 
12 3.4357 3.4357 3.1246 3.1246 
21 -3.1246 -3.1246 -3.4357 -3.4357 
22 1.6014 1.6014 -1.6014 -1.6014 
8- 	 11 -1.6014 1.6014 1.6014 -1.6014 
12 -3.1246 3.1246 -3.4357 3.4357 
21 3.4357 -3.4357 3.1246 -3.1246 
22 0.3541 -0.3541 -0.3541 0.3541 
[(1,0) e (0 1  i)J 	11 
12 
21 
22 ____ 	___ 





12 0.5185 0.5185 -1.7655 -1.7655 
21 -1.7655 1.7655 0.5185 -0.5185 
22 
6-- s 	 11 
12 -1.7655 -1.7655 0.5185 0.5185 
21 0.5185 -0.5185 -1.7655 1.7655 
22 
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Table 4.5: Singlet mixing into colour structure i ® tj. Scale factor -92 
4.5 Conclusion 
We have calculated to one loop the finite renormalizations between continuum 
four-fermion operators found in the effective non-leptonic weak Hamiltonian and 
lattice operators constructed from staggered fermions. As staggered fermion 
species describe four discrete flavours, staggered fermion operators have a more 
varied and complex structure than Wilson fermion operators. Because of this, 
the mixing involved in radiative corrections is more extensive, and we have given 
the results in their most concise form - in an orthonormal basis of irreducible 
representations of the symmetry group. 
The contributions to the radiative corrections not covered are those arising from 
so called penguin diagrams and those resulting in lower dimension operators. 
Staggered fermion calculations lie somewhat behind Wilson fern -lion calculations 
1) T — 2)E/ 
	
3)j 
where these contributions have been studied. For Wilson fermions, the penguin 
diagrams result in small mixing coefficients, but the operators involved may have 
large matrix elements between meson states [BSD87]. Mixing with lower dimen-
sion operators is problematic in weak coupling expansion because of divergences. 
GIM cancellation allows the perturbative computation of mixing with dimension 
five operators [CFM*88] from diagrams such as that in diagram 3) above. Mix-
ing with dimension 3 operators, diagram 2), may be done non-perturbatively in 
the coupling using chiral perturbation theory [MMRT86,MMRT87] and is also 
being studied in weak coupling expansion at finite lattice spacing [Tsu87] 
The calculation given in this chapter is the staggered fermion analogue of the 
Wilson fermion calculation published by G. Martinelli in 1984 [Mar84]. It would 
be interesting to pursue both perturbative calculation and numerical simulation 
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further with staggered fermions so as to compare the approach to continuum 
physics with the Wilson fermion case. Although staggered fermions are compli-
cated by their discrete flavour structure, and point-split operators, they retain 
an exact axial symmetry for zero quark mass, ensuring a chiral dynamics analo-





5.1 Simulation Parameters and Systematics 
The numerical simulations that follow involve gauge field configurations gener-
ated on a 16 x 24 lattice in the quenched approximation with periodic boundary 
conditions. Configurations were separated by 176 pseudo-heat bath sweeps after 
equilibration and fixed in temporal gauge U4 (x) = 1 to facilitate propagator 
calculations. The propagators follow periodic spatial and Dirichiet temporal 
boundary conditions. 
The configurations were generated with parameter /3 = 6.15 determining the 
bare coupling to be g = 0.976 and hence, using a p. mass measurement and 
the two loop form of A10,  equation (1.42), determining the lattice spacing to be 
a = 0.417GeV' 0.08f m. These were generated as part of a program covering 
the range 3 = 5.7 to /3 = 6.3 [BCK*87,BCK*88]  corresponding to a change in 
lattice spacing in excess of a factor of 2. 
Studies of j3(3), the change in the parameter /3 effected by blocking the lattice 
from spacing a to 2a indicate a pronounced dip around /3 = 6.0 after which the 
function rises toward the perturbative line. 
/3—+oo 0.579 + 





0.25 	 0.50 	 0.75 	 1.00 
m,r/mp 
Figure 5.1: Mass ratios at 3 = 6.15 for a 16 x 24 lattice. 
obtained by integrating equation (1.42) [BHH*85,BHH*86] 
Calculations of the string tension [1YT87] indicate the same depression relative 
to the two loop Al. tt at around 3 = 6.0 rising to the perturbative line around 
8 = 6.6, whilst critical temperature calculations indicate an earlier onset of 
perturbative scaling [GKT*85,CT87]. Taken together, the results from the pure 
gauge sector indicate that perturbative scaling holds to 20% above , 8 = 6.0, but 
the results are consistent with a universal 8 function indicating that asymptotic 
scaling with a non-perturbative function Aiatt(g) deviating from the two loop 
perturbative line may hold above ,8 = 6.0 to better than 20%. 
If asymptotic scaling holds then as described in chapter 1, the ratios of mass 
calculations will be constant. The key ratios in the hadron spectrum on the 
lattice are MN/me  and m,1./m, the ratios of the nucleon and pion masses to the 
rho mass. Plotting the two ratios against each other for different quark masses, 
we see that the results at 3 = 6.0, 6.15, and 6.2 on large lattices are settling into 
a universal curve tending from the heavy quark limit to the real world position, 
both with Wilson and staggered fermions [BCK *88,Row88,GGK*87,1wa88]. Fig- 
1.75 
1.50 




0.25 	 0.50 	 0.75 	 1.00 
Figure 5.2: Pion masses from pseudo-scalar and scalar correlators at /3 = 61.5 
on a 16 x 24 lattice. 
ure 5.1 shows these ratios plotted for the field configurations and propagators 
we will be using and illustrates the universal curve. Thus, from the program of 
lattice QCD simulations at Edinburgh, we see the configurations at 0 = 6.15 
lying in a window of asymptotic scaling within 20% of perturbative scaling. 
Meson propagators from local correlators indicate the restoration of flavour sym-
metry in the mass spectrum to within 5% at /3 = 6.15, [BCK*88],  a rapid 
improvement on the 10% flavour symmetry violations at /3 = 6.0 [BCK*87],  in-
dicating the practicality of a flavour structure projection method on simulations 









The quark propagators used were generated at bare quark masses of 0.5, 0.16, 
0.09, and 0.04 in lattice units. Studies of the meson mass spectrum indicate finite 
size effects becoming dominant below a bare quark mass of 0.01 [BKRS88], whilst 
the coarse grain of the lattice affects the spectrum around 0.5. Thus, the four 
quark masses used approach and follow the predicted chiral behaviour m x m q 
in the meson mass spectrum, indicating that they lie in the window between 
finite size effects and finite lattice spacing effects. Figure 5.2 shows two flavours 
of pion mass for the configurations and propagators we will be using, illustrating 
the extent of both flavour symmetry restoration and the correct chiral behaviour 
in this area. 
5.2 Extended Propagators 
The calculation of weak matrix elements requires, in addition to the gauge fields 
and quark propagators whose generation is covered in references [BCK*88,1YT87], 
the extended propagators GIFK(X, 0) defined in equation (2.63). This requires the 
two additional matrix inversions defined in equations (2.64) and (2.65) The size 
of the matrix can be reduced by separating the lattice into even and odd sites 
for which (_1)2123+4 is 1 or —1. The propagator to these two groups of 
sites factorizes as follows: 
( + m)G(x, 0) = So 
	
(5.2) 
the source point 0, actually lattice site (1, 1, 1, 5), is on the even sublattice. With 
the notation Xe and z0 for even and odd sites respectively, 
(-2 +m2 ) 
G(x,0) = Z e O 	 (5.3) 
M 
G(x0 ,0) = 	G(3',0) 	 (5.4) 
M 
Using the notation A for the diagonal matrix, 
A = 	S 4 (x)  
t 1 ER 
and assuming matrix multiplication, we find the extended propagator calcu- 
lations for G,1., equation (2.64) decompose onto even and odd lattice sites as 
*__  (x,y) coordinates 
X (2, l)(2,  2) 
	
Ii 2 	4 
'I 






Figure 5.3: The Distributed Array Processor 
follows: 
 
(_P2+m)G(xe,O) 	(—PAP+m 2A) G(x,o) 	(5.6) in 	 in 2 
Gir( o,O) = 	Gw( e ,O) - -G(z 0 ,o) (5.7) 
M 	 m 
From these equations we can decompose the relation (2.65) into even and odd 
lattice sites, and find 
(_p2  + m2)GK(Z 0) = (—A + m2A)G(X 0) + 	G(X e , 0) (5.8) M 	 m 2 	 m3 
G,rK(X.,O) 	GwK(Ze,O) —G(x0 ,0) 	 (5.9) 
M 	 m 
From the quark propagator calculations, equations (5.3) and (5.4) we have the 
matrix inverter for + m2 ) and the matrix multiplier for —/m. From 
equations (5.6) to (5.9) we see that the additional requirements are for the 
matrix multipliers ( ­PAP + m2 A)/m2 , Al)/m 3 and —A/m. The calculations 
were performed on an ICL Distributed array processor using an iterative block 
successive over-relaxation (IBSOR) algorithm based upon a conjugate gradient 
(CG) block inversion [CKR87]. The 16'x 24 lattice was blocked by timeslice with 
the spatial lattice coordinates mapped onto the processor array as illustrated in 
figure 5.3. The array consists of 4096 processors connected in a 64 by 64 square 
with periodic boundary conditions. This can be regarded as a 16 x 16 array of 
4 x 4 blocks labelled by the z and y coordinates. Nearest neighbours in the x and 
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y directions are then connected by shifts across four processors in the "south" 
and "east" directions. The sixteen points in the z direction are mapped onto 
the 4 x 4 block via the crinkled line shown so that nearest neighbours in the z 
direction are always on adjacent processors. 
The IBSOR algorithm requires five timeslices to construct the source for each 
CG block inversion, these are stored in the 4096 bits of RAM on each processor, 
and as the CG inversion proceeds the timeslice t + 3 is paged into memory, 
overwriting timeslice t -2 in preparation for the construction of the next source. 
The number of CG iterations is tuned so that the CG inversion and data transfer 
take the same amount of time. 
Having calculated the propagator and extended propagator, one immediate 
check on the results arises from the relation 
G(0, x) = e( z )G( x ,0)t 
	
(5.10) 
which expresses the CPT invariance of the fermion action. Having calculated 
G(x,0), this provides the check 
G(0,0) = G(0,0)t 
	
(5.11) 
that the propagator back to the source should be hermitian. From equations 
(2.64), and (2.65) we find the same condition on the extended propagators 
GII.K(0, 0) = GII.K(0, o)t 	 (5.12) 
As an example, the matrices below are for quark mass 0.5 in lattice units on the 
first of the gauge field configuration sample generated after equilibration. To 
within residual errors the matrices are hermitian. 
0.3560 + iO.0000 
G(0, 0) = 	0.0033 - iO.0024 
0.0096 - iO.0027 
0.0065 + iO.0000 
GIrK( 0 , 0) = -0.0004 - iO.0016 
-0.0009 + i0.0007 
0.0033 + iO.0024 
0.3442 + iO.0000 
0.0107 + iO.0042 
-0.0004 + iO.0016 
0.0076 - iO.0000 
0.0010 + i0.0007 
0.0096 + iO.0027 
0.0107 - iO.0042 	(5.13) 
0.3452 + iO.0000 
-0.0009 - iO.0007'\ 
0.0010 - i0.0007 5.14) 
0.0066 + iO.0000 ) 
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5.3 Signal Analysis 
In the analysis of the signals, the quoted amplitudes and masses are taken 
from a fit to the average over all configurations; their errors were obtained 
from the jacknife method [GGK*87,GMTW86,Mi174]; and the bootstrap method 
[GGK*87,Efr79] was used to provide an illustration of the signal distribution. 
The quoted errors are thus merely the statistical errors associated with the sam-
ple of gauge field configurations used. They do not cover the systematic errors 
such as finite size effects, finite lattice spacing effects, scaling and restoration of 
flavour symmetry reviewed at the beginning of the chapter. Nor do they refer to 
the validity of the approximations involved in this formulation of weak matrix 
elements on the lattice, as covered in chapter 2. What we are looking for then, 
is a clear signal of a qualitative enhancement of isospin L transitions rather than 
a direct comparison with experiment. 
Given an ensemble of configurations, C,(t,,., iK)  of mean j(t,r, iK) and variance 
(72 (t, iK), we fit the form of the correlator Ae_m(tt) by minimizing the func-
tion [GGK*87] 
= 	[(4,iK)_Aem(ttK)]2 	 (5.15) 
	
ttKER 	 , K 
with respect to the two parameters A and m. We cannot compare directly to the 
x2  distribution as the variables (_Ae_m(ttK))/cr are not normally distributed, 
but the function minimum provides the best fit. 
5.3.1 The jacknife method. 
With an ensemble of correlators Ci calculated on N gauge field configurations, 
the jackthfe method fits to the N possible correlators averaged over N - 1 of 
the configurations. If we are fitting to parameter x, this gives the N results 
X i , where x 1  is the parameter-fit to the subensemble excluding configuration i. 
From these, we take the error from the standard deviation on N - 1 degrees of 
freedom. 
= 
N-1 	 (5.16) 
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We are not taking the asymmetry of the distribution into account, but assuming 
a sample consistent with a symmetric distribution, by quoting the same error for 
deviations above or below the fit. 
The average T of the jacknife fits x i is equal to the fit quoted, averaging over all N 
configurations. As the x i are correlated, their deviation 0N-1  will underestimate 
the error in the fit. This is compensated for by using /N - lo-N- 1 as the error, 
as explained in reference [Mi174]. 
5.3.2 The bootstrap method. 
The jacknife method on a small collection of gauge field configurations still gives 
too few points to indicate the form of the distribution from which independent 
fits are drawn. The bootstrap method gives many more points as follows: from 
the sample of N configurations one draws a set of size N at random, allowing 
for repeats. On average this will include 	of the configurations. We can 
generate an arbitrarily large number of fits, from 	possible samples, and 
plot the distribution of the results by binning. With a large number of samples 
the resultant distribution will always be smooth, but it will readily show up any 
asymmetry, and provides our best estimate of the form of the distribution from 
which the samples are taken. 
5.4 Eight Graph Results. 
Figure 5.4 shows the signals, obtained by the bootstrap method with 20000 
hits in 30 bins, for the amplitude and mass fits to the two-trace eight graph 
contraction shown in figure 24(a), calculated at quark mass 0.16 in lattice units. 
and Th are the amplitude and mass fits quoted in tables 5.1 and 5.2, and 0A 
and 0m are the errors quoted, found by the jacknifé method. The signals shown 
in figure 5.4 are consistent with the jacknife assumptions of normal distributions 
N(, ) and N(, c,), but with a slight asymmetry in the amplitude and a 
slight bias and broadening in the mass signal. The amplitude and mass signals 
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Figure 5.4: Amplitude and mass signals for Fig 2.4(a) at m = 0.16 
are correlated in that a lower amplitude can be compensated for by a lower mass 
to give an equally good fit. This is illustrated in figure 5.5 by a character map 
of the x2  function. Digits 0-9 and letters A-Z represent increasing values across 
the parameter space covering a 0.8% range in the amplitude in increments of 
0.02% and a 0.1% range in the mass in increments of 0.01%. 
The mass fits for our four-point correlators represent scalar, pseudo-scalar, vec-
tor, and pseudo-vector flavours EF  of meson. These operators are point split 
and involve up to four link variables. They complement the two fits to 2-point 
functions, figure 5.2 to illustrate the degree of flavour symmetry over a broader 
range of operators. The results are given in table 5.1, and show a wider spread, 
as expected with the use of point-split operators, but the spread, now around 
10%, still permits the use of the approximate degeneracy between flavours. 
The expected chiral behaviour of the amplitudes is quadratic in the meson mass 
[KS87,BDS*85], so we include the unnormalised fits to the eight graphs of figure 
2.4(a) and 2.4(c) in table 5.2, and plot these against the square of the meson 
mass in figure 5.6 to show that this chiral behaviour is closely followed in the 
quark mass range 0.04 to 0.16 and approached from quark mass 0.50. A key 
motivation for using staggered fermions in weak matrix element calculations 
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Figure 5.5: x 2 character map for an Eight graph amplitude, mass fit. 
2-Point Correlators 4-Point Correlators 
mq Pseudo-Scalar Scalar Fig 2.4(a) Fig 2.4(c) L-R spin structure Spread 
0.50 1.644(5) 1.78(5) 1.70(6) 1.72(2) 1.62(3) 9% 
046 0.916(6) 0.96(1) 0.98(1) 0.96(1) 0.95(1) 7% 
0.09 0.662(2) 0.69(1) 0.70(2) 0.67(2) 0.70(1) 6% 
0.04 0.422(4) 0.43(2) 0.40(2) 0.39(2) 0.45(1) 14% 
Table 5.1: Pion masses 
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Figure 5.6: Chiral bahaviour of Eight graph amplitudes 
mq Fig2.4(a) Fig 2.4(c) (c 1 01 + c202 + c3 03 ) / (c404 ) m. 
0.50 0.042(11) -0.026(6) 2.69 
0.16 0.013(2) -0.0061(9) 4.6 0.87 
0.09 0.0073(12) -0.0031(6) 4.2 0.46 
0.04 0.0028(6) -0.0012(2) 4.4 0.19 
Table 5.2: Eight graph amplitudes, and amplitude ratio. 
was that the exact U(l)A symmetry of the massless action might ensure good 
chiral behaviour, a problematic area for Wilson fermion calculations [BDHS87]. 
The use of pseudo- Goldstone bosons connects the four-point correlators to Ward 
identities that ensure this [KS87], but figure 5.6 shows that the flavour symmetry 
of staggered fermions is such that flavoured mesons also yield amplitudes of the 
correct chiral behaviour. 
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We proceed in table 5.2 to give the ratio of the AI = 1/2 amplitude (c 1 01 + c2 02  + c303 ) 
to the AI = 3/2 amplitude (c404 ). The coefficients c1 = —1/2 c2 = 1/10 
= 1/15 c4 = 1/3 are appropriate to a high renormalization point of the order 
of the mass of the weak boson and of the lattice spacing. Thus, we are not 
including any enhancement from radiative corrections to the coefficients and we 
are looking for the full enhancement of 22.2(1), equation (2.15), in the ampli-
tude ratio. From table 5.2 we see that there is a consistent enhancement by a 
factor of roughly 4 from the Eight graphs, in the right direction, but insufficient 
to explain the experimental results. The subscripts and superscripts on these 
ratios give the range of values consistent with the statistical errors in the two 
amplitudes. 
5.5 Eye Graph Results. 
Firstly, figure 5.7 shows the signal obtained by the bootstrap method for the 
Eye graph of figure 2.4(d) at quark mass 0.16 lattice units. The real part of 
the signal is distributed about —1 by normalization, and the distribution is 
observed to be symmetric, so that a single error calculation is appropriate for 
both directions. The imaginary part is consistent with zero, an indication that 
the quark propagators are flavour diagonal to better than 1% in this case. All 
of the other signals are similar, with a general broadening towards lower masses. 
The imaginary part of the correlators are all less than 4% of the real part, 
indicating that flavour projection is accurate to better than the variation between 
flavours of pion mass found in table 5.1. 
With this assurance of a clear and real signal, we give the results for the eye 
graph contributions to operators c1 01 and c2 02 in table 5.3. There are no eye 
graph contributions to 03 or 04 whilst the chiral perturbation theory relating 
K - ir to K -p irir amplitudes does not hold for operators 05 and 06 whose 
coefficients c5 ,6 "-i  in are of subleading logarithmic order. The quoted 
matrix elements are the ratio of CIrOK to CT amplitudes, so the errors quoted 
are found by quadrature on the errors in the amplitudes for these two correlators. 
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Figure 5.7: Two trace Eye graph signal at m = 0.16 
In figure 5.8 we plot the eye graph contribution to the EJ = 1/2 amplitude with 
reference lines indicating the position of the II = 1/2 and AI = 3/2 amplitudes 
determined by applying experimentally determined K - irir amplitudes to re-
lations with K -p ir amplitudes valid under chiral perturbation theory. On the 
mass axis we indicate the positions of the experimental values of the pion and 
Kaon masses. The inverse lattice spacing a' = 2.4GeV is taken from the p mass 
as indicated earlier. From the plot we see that there is no evident enhancement 







Meson mass a' = 2.4GeV 
Figure 5.8: Eye graph contribution to the M = 1/2 amplitude 
mq (c1 01 ) (c2 02 ) 
0.50 0.0369(41) —0.0720(81) 
0.16 0.00601(51) —0.0120(10) 
0.09 0.00322(53) —0.00628(104) 
0.04 0.00391(69) —0.00779(137) 
Table 5.3: Eye graph operator matrix elements 
5.5.1 Future work 
It is possible that mixing with dimension 3 operators d is obscuring the AI = 
1/2 enhancement in this area. The most pressing need is to perform a non-
perturbative subtraction of such contributions, possibly by modifying the meth-
ods of the Los Alamos group [KS87] to our coordinate space identification and 
use of flavour structure projection. A further area to check is the degree to 
which the Ward identities that ensure the simple form of the anzatz (1.39) are 
valid when flavoured mesons are used in place of the Pseudo-Goldstone bosons 
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of the softly broken U(1)A symmetry. The lack of an eye graph contribution 
to the AI = 3/2 amplitude means that we must compare results directly to 
the "physical" amplitudes by assigning a physical value to the lattice spacing. 
Such assignments are known to be unreliable as they vary considerably depend-
ing on which experimental prediction is used. We have used the rho mass, but 
we could have used the nucleon mass or the string tension, and found different 
results. As the amplitudes are of dimension four, their physical values are crit-
ically dependent on the lattice spacing, making such comparison unreliable. A 
lattice calculation of the ratio of AI = 1/2 to AI = 3/2 amplitudes would be 
much more robust, but this would require compatibility between the eye graph 
and eight graph calculations. To achieve this we need a full understanding and 
control of the systematics of both calculations. 
However, the clarity of the signals and the consistency of the results both across 
the range of quark masses 0.04 to 0.16, and between different sets of configura-
tions indicate that the method of flavour structure projection into a coordinate 
space formalism of staggered fermion operators, together with the summation 
of the eye graph correlators over a range to which a one exponential fit to the 
pion correlator is acceptable is a valid approach to operator matrix element 
calculations. The chiral behaviour of the meson correlators indicated a stable 
region between quark masses 0.01 and 0.16 bounded by the mass 0.50. As the 
matrix elements indicate the same stable region, it would be worth extending 
the calculation down to the mass value 0.01. The meson corrélators indicate the 
onset of finite size effects below this value [BKRS88]. 
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